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EDITORIAL 

This issue .marks the end of Volume One, of the Journal. 
We are honored to include the proceedings of the European 
Society of Multivariate Experimental Psychologists which con
vened i.n Germany last autumn. 

One hundred years ago at the University of Leipzig a new 
branch of science was founded. It was to be called Psychology. 
Its adherents defined their unique domain of the scientific 
enterprise the study of the structure of mind. That task was 
never successfully completed in the lifetime of Professor 
Wundt. Twenty volumes later in 1920 he bequeathed a gargan
tuan body of knowledge to posterity. The complexity of that 
data is made evident by the fact that scientists still study it. 
This complexity is further illuminated when one considers 
that psychologists have technology at their disposal never 
dreamed of by contemporaries of Wundt. 

On this, the Centennial of t~e founding of psychology, we 
dedicate these pages to its founder and his students who con
tinue the search today. The recent passing of Sir Cyril Burt 
in England adds temporal perspective needed to comprehend 
the enormity of effort that proceeded the work reported in 
Volume One. We anticipate that the second century of psy
chology will see exciting strides in application of the richly 
defined structures provided by a century of research. 



Society of Multivariate Experimental Psychology (SMEP) 
European Branch 
Sixth Conference held at Bad Homburg/ Ts., F .R. Germany 
September 12 - 13, 1974 

Research problems in multivariate experimental 
psychology 1974: a brief account 

Viktor Sarris (Ed.} 
Psychology Department, 
University of Frankfurt, 
F. R. Germany 

Thirty-five SMEP members (out of more than 100 members) 
participated in the 6th conference of the Society of Multi
variate Experimental Psychology (SMEP) , European Branch, 
which holds its conferences annually in different European 
countries. In accordance with the SMEP's general policy the 
papers deal( mainly with methodological problems of applica
tion of multivariate experimental techniques, mostly in the 
fields of clinical and educational psychology. The papers and 
discussions concentrated, therefore, on the methodology of 
new trends in multi variate psyc hology. 

In order to make the past and present SMEP's prolific scien
tific work more public, the p~rticipants decided to publish the 
conference paper abstracts jointly. 
Where indica ted, full r eports can be obtained from the re
spective authors. 

The SMEP' s 1975 conference will be held in Switzerland (Or
ganizers: Dr. U. Baumann, Psychiatrische Universitats
klinik, CH-8029 Zurich·, and Dr. L. Bursch, Bern) . 

Special thanks are due the Werner -Reimers-Stiftung, Bad 
Homburg, for supporting the conference's location and for 
funding the printing costs. 
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ABSTRACTS 

Multiv~riate experiment as a catalyst of psychological theory 
Raymond B. Cattell, Department of Psychology, 
University of Illinois, USA 

The design of experiment in which many variables are simul
taneously recorded did not become truly possible until statis
tical advances of the first part of this century made analysis 
of multivariate models possible. 
However, natural conservatism caused a further lag, so that 
only in the last twenty years has the proper relation to classi
c'al bivariate experiment been focussed and the characteristic 
virtues of multivariate experiment fully recognized. 

After a reminder of the comprehensive parameters and the 
taxonomy of experimental designs, this paper turns to the po
tential and the actual historical impacts of multivariate de
signs upon psychological theory. The potential for a powerful 
''catalytic'' action on theory arises in the first place from 
the more comprehensive determination which the multivariate 
approach gives both in regard to empirical constructs and 
theoretical concepts. Secondly, it gains access to new do
mains through not needing to depend upon manipulation. 
Thirdly, it is likely to lead to quicker recognition of higher 
order interaction and moderator effects. Fourthly, it per
mits deductions from a systematic theory to be more ef
fic~ently and broadly examined. 

The extent to which these and other potentials of the method 
have yet been realized in the historical advance of theory is 
next examined. The effect on generation of concepts with a 
low infant mortality has been far greater than most psycho
logists yet realize , as is illustrated in personality trait con
cepts and in the definition of anxiety and other states. Its 
capacity to open doors on which classical experiment has 
beaten in vain is illustrated by the opening up of information 
on the number and nature of human drives. The higher order 
and moderator theoretical developments are still awaiting 
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greater precision of .exper iment and· statistical concepts . The 
provocation and testing of broader deductions is illustrated 
in structured learning theory. The speed of testing and era
dication of false models and deductions is illustrated by what 
has happened to the early cruder use of' 'types" in psychology. 

The forms of theor y which multivariate methods have es
pecially catalysed are those initially expressed in mathema
tical models and sometime foreign to verbal and intuitive ap
proaches. If successful these produce a more radical break 
away from the persistence of verbal stereotypes and start 
entirely new direc tions of advance, as may be claimed for the . 
multivariate concept of role action and structured learning 
theory. But the multivariate methods also have their short
comings, e.g. the linear limitation in factor analysis, and 
their compl exity leads to far more instances of erroneous or 
inadequate usage than with s imple r methodso It may be that 
the extensiveness of the theoretical models which is more 
readily developed by multiva riate methods could also lead to 
rigidity. 

All in a ll, ther e is r eason to believe that a much wider teach
ing of multivariate methods would add substantially to the dev
elopment of theor y in almost ever y area of psychology while 
making the mathematical-statistical multivariate designs and 
m ethods be tter adapted. 

REFERENCE 
Cattell, R.B. , et al. Handbook of Multivariate Experimental 

Psychology (Chaps 1-3), Chicago : Rand 
McNally, 1966. 
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Remission and deterioration after short term counselling in 
schools 

r. Christie and Una Maguire, D_epartment of 
Education, University of Manchester, England 

Research on the effectiveness of counselling is characterized 
by the use of criteria which are either univariate , e.g. un
differentiated recovery rate or concerned with secondary or 
even tertiary gains rather than the primary objective, e.g. 
prevention of delinquency or most frequently both i.e. the 
grade point average. 

The present study takes as its criteria amelioration of the 
presenting symptoms as measured by Berdie' s (1957) Minne
sota Counselling Inventory (MCI) and Cattell' s (1966) High 
School Personality Questionnaire (HSPQ). It is hypothesized 
that (1) short term counselling will have · no effect on mean 
levels of disturbance and (2) s hort term counselling will in
crease the variance of disturbance scores. 

Sample 
Complete test-retest data (15 week interval) on the HSPQ and 
the MCI were obtained from 648 fourteen year old pupils 
drawn from 35 schools. The mean IQ was 112.3 (s.d. -12.47): 
103 children had IQs in the 85- 99 range, but were functioning 
at an adequate scholastic and verbal level to meet Berdie ' s 
advice: ''The inventory should not be used with children of 
l~ss than eighth grade reading ability". From this group , 54 
children who showed some disturbance on the MCI were given 
individual counselling for 6 weekly 35 minute periods by the 
counsellor attached to their school. Pupils were not volun
teers. Ten counsellors, all having received the same training 
(essentially Rogerian) were involved, counselling between two 
and ten pupils each. Post-testing took place approximately 
four weeks after the end of therapy. 

A further sample of 54 children, matched as a group on sex, 
level of disturbance and type of disturbance (initial MCI 
scores) but not on school acted as controls. CPI and HSPQ 
disturbations for the total subsample inyol ved in the experi-
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ment and for the main sample were gained; also, brief des
criptions of the scales have been proposed. As the HSPQ pro
file (HSPQ was not used in the selection of the experimental 
sample) showed the two tests were not independent: the CPI 
probably measures states rather than the HSPQ's traits. 

Results 
Multivariate analyses of variance were computed for the post
test scores of each test separately. The full model in each 
case had treatment {intervention vs. no intervention) , sex, 
treatment by sex interaction as factors and the matrix of ini
tial scores on the test as covariates, to give best estimates 
of the population means for post-test scores. There were 
found no significant differences between centroids. 

A fuller report, including some tables and figures, can be ob
tained from: 

Mr. T. Christie, 
Department of Education, 
University of Manchester, 
Manchester, 
England. 
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Visual r epresentations of multivariate data 
B ~S. Eve ritt. Ins titute of Psychiatry. 
University of London, England. 

Vis ual presentation is valuable throughout a s tatistical ana
lys is. Most peopl e are awar e of the methods useful for the 
.vi s ual r epres enta tion of univariate data, for example , histo
grams, fr equency polygons . pie c harts etc. Methods for the 
visual r epr esentation of multi variate date are less common 
and less well known. 

In this pape r three r elatively new technique s for r epresenting 
multivaria te data vi sually will be discussed, and the ir be havior 
illus trated by applying the m to various sets of artificially 
gener a ted data. 

Hopefully such tec hniques will be most useful for what may 
be described as the pre-analysis s tage of a ny investigation. 
P erhaps the major advantage to be der ived from using these 
m e thods will be in the he ightene d qualitative awareness of 
whic h numerical calculations may be r el evant. 

The three techniques to be desc ribed are those given by 
Sammon (1969), Andrews (1972), and Chernoff (1973). The 
main purpose of this paper is to introduce peopl e to these 
techniques, in the hope that thi s will encourage people to 
''l ook'' at the ir data rather n1or e than is done at pr e s ent. 

REFERENCES 
Andrews, D. F. Plots of high dimensional data. 

Bio m etrics, 1972, 28. 125-136. 
Chernoff, H. Using faces to r epresent points in k dimen

s ional space graphically. 
Sammon , J. W. A nonlinear mapping for data s tructure ana

lysis. IEEE Trans Compute r s, 1969 , C 18, 401-409. 
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A fuller report can be obtained from: 

Mr. B.S. Everitt, 
Biometric Unit, 
Institute of Psychiatry, 
University of London, 
Denmark Hill, 
London, S. E. 5, 
England. 

Some Models and Estimation Methods for Analysis of Longi
tudina l Data 

K. G. Joreskog and Dag Sorbom, Institute of 
Statistics, University of Uppsala, Sweden 

This paper is concerned with statistical methodological pro
blems arising in the analysis of data from large longitudinal 
s tudies, where sever al quantitative psychological or educa
tiona l measurements are obtained at two or more occasions 
from large groups of people. Particularly, the paper focusses 
on the following problems: 

A. The t r eatment of measurement error in observed vari 
ables 

B. The scaling of latent variables (hypothetical constructs) 
C. Design problems, i.e. , the choice of measurements to 

adequately measure· the latent variables and the re 
lationships that the investigator wants to study. 

We develop a series of models appropriate for various situa
tions . These models may be broadly classified as follows: 

1. Models for two occasions : 
(a) involving one latent variable at each occasion, each 

latent variable possibly measured by multiple measure
ments, 

(b) involving several latent variables at each occasion, 
these latent variables being measured by many observ
ed variables. 
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2. Models for two occasions, as above , but with measures of 
background and environmental characteristics also avail
able: 
(a) background and environmental variables are all quali

tative or discrete, 
(b) some or all background and environmental variables 

are quantitative and measured without error, 
(c) some or all background and environmental variables 

are quantitative and fallible . 

3. Two-wave, two variables models with measurement errors · 
correlated over thne. 

4. Multi-wave, two variables models with various assump
tions about the correlations of measurement error over 
time. 

5. Multi-wave, multi-variables models .with complex struc
tures between and within occasions. 

Each model is presented and discussed by means of a path 
diagram in which observed variables are marked as squares 
and latent variables as circles and where the direct causal 
influence of one variable on another is denoted by an arrow. 

As a unifying approach to the handling of all the models , we 
develop a general model of which all the above models are 
special cases. Within the framework of this general model we 
consider the statistical problems of 

( ~ ) identification of parameters 
( /, ) estimation of parameters 
( /v' ) test of goodness of fit of the model. 

In particular we consider the problems of detecting lack of fit 
and testing for fit of various parts of the model. 

· Some of the models discussed are illustrated on the basis of 
some data from a large nationwide longitudinal study con
ducted at Educational Testing Service in 1961 - 1971. In this 
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study a number of achievement and aptitude tests we r e ad
ministered to a large sample of fifth gr ade school children 
in 1961 and then again in 1963, 1965, and 1967 when they wer e 
in s eventh, nineth and eleventh grade, respectively. 

REFERENCES 

Anderson, S. B. & Maier, M. H. : 34,000 pupils and how they 
grow. Journal of Teacher Education, 1963, 14 , 212-216. 

Joreskog, K. G. & Sorbom, D.: Some regression effects use
ful in the measurement of change. Research Report 74. 
Department of Statistics, University of Uppsala, 1974. 

Sorbom, D. : A general method for studying differences in fac 
tor means and factor structure between groups. British 
J ournal of Mathematical and Statistical Psychology, 
1974, 27, (in press). 

The stability of r esults: some examples of the effect of 
scale transformations 

Bernt Larsson, Department of Educational and Psycho
logical Resear ch, School of Education, Malrp.o, Sweden 

Scales used in educational research are, as a rule, loosely 
fiefined. The most common numerical coding of the possible 
outcomes of a measurement is s uccessive integers. However, 
there is seldom anything in the educational measurement pro
cedure which prescribes -this rather than any other coding. 
Educational researchers will in most cases not have any 
fundamental objection to exchanging this coding for a mono
tonic transformation of it. 

On the other hand, many statistical methods (or other mathe
matical models) used. in educational research, are only in
variant up to, e.g., linear transformations. The question is : 
how stable are results , described by these methods, when 
monotonic transformations constitute the class of acceptable 
codings? High stability admits conclusions with great genera
lity. It may also be of interest to choose that scale which, 
under given r estrictions, maximizes (or minimizes) a certain 
index of result. 
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The techniques used for investigating the stability are based 
on a general principle. By using binary coding, each many
valued variable can be expressed as a weighted sum of its 
binary variables, where the weights are the scale values. 
This implies that almost all analysis will be multivariate , 
e.g •. , a certain type of analysis of variance is transferred to 
the corresponding discriminant analysis , modified due to the 
restriction of monotonic transformations. The restriction 
may cause complications: in the above example an iterative 
optimization procedure is substituted for a common eigen
value problem where difficulties with starts, convergence and 
locally extreme points have to be considered. 

This report gives some simple examples of the stability of 
results for some statistical methods. The findings are very 
different: from superstability (no transformation - monotonic 
or not - can change the result} to almost total instability, 
where almost any value in the possible range of a certain in
dex can be obtained by different monotonic transformations. 
It can be added that the basic optimization subroutines are 
not yet finally tested: many more data and simulations are 
needed to do this. 
The article by Larsson (1973) containing information about 
the technique when no r estriction to monotonic transforma
tions is made can be obtained from: 

Mrs. Barbro Bergstrom, 
Department of Educational and 

· Psychological Research School of Education, 
. Fack, 

200 45 Malmo 23, 
Sweden. 

REFERENCES 

Bradley, R. A. , Katti, S. K. , & Coons, I.J. : Optimal scaling 
for ordered categories. Psychometrika. 1962, 27, 
355-374. 

·Larsson, B. Obtaining maximal correlations by the construct
ion of binary variables. Didakometry, 1973, 38. 
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Configural fr equency analysis of r epeated measurement de
s igns : A multivariate distribution - free appr oach. 

G. A. Lienert and J. Krauth, Institute of P sychology, 
University of Dusseldorf, F. R. Germany 

In most cases the a im of designs with one r epetition is to 
record changes of an observable X from a first obse r vation 
to a second one. In this case it is r ecommended to consider 
the differ ence DX = X 1 - X between the second and first ob-

servation and treat it like an original observable. Here it is 
assumed that the obser vables are interval scaled, as other 
wise the differ ences need not be defined. In case of an ordinal 
s cal e it is asked only whethe r the r e is a change in the positive 
or negative direction or no change at all. Then we have for 
each observable at most three directions of change(+, 0 ,- ). 

In case of an afactorial design with only one obser vable X, 
which is measured for a sample of N patients with (X' ) and 
without (X) treatment, we form the diffe r ence D and parti-

x 
tion it into x inte r vals. The expectations of the fr equencies 
a r e assumed to equal N/x and it is analyzed which frequencies 
are substantially gr eater than this value. This method can be 
used in a modified form for obser vables of change ( +,0 ,- ), too. 

For an afactorial design_with tobser vables Xl' .. . ,Xt ' with one 

r epetition for each, we form the differences D = X' 1, . .. , 
xl 

Dxt = X\ - Xe These differences are partitioned into xl' .. . , 

xt intervals. In case of ordinally scaled observabl e s we con

s ider the observables of c hange (+,0 ,- ). This gives x1 . . . xt or 

3t configurations, respectively . The corresponding frequen
cies are compared with their expectations under the hypo
thesis of indepenjent observables by the method of simul
taneous binomial tests. As a result we may formulate inter
action types . 
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In case of an n-factarial design with factors F 1, ..• , F n having 

numbers of levels f 1, ... ,fn which affect the t observables 

X1,··· · ,xt, we again discreticize differences DX , .•. ,DX. The 

corresponding frequencies are entered into a1 continiency 
table with x1 ... xt rows and f 1 ... fn columns and are compared 

with their expectations under the hypothesis of indenepdence 
of factors and differences of observables. Using simultaneous 
fourfold table tests we may get interaction types which des
cribe an interaction between certain factor levels and changes 
of observables. 

In case of designs with m repeated measurements, where m 
may be one or greater than one, we may easily categorize the 
time series for small m with respect to shape if the observ
able is at least ordinally scaled. For example , in the case of 
m=2 repetitions we may distinguish between increasing, de
c reasing, u-shaped and reversed u- shaped time series. For 
large m this method no longer can be applied and in the case 
of interval scaled observables, approximating each of the N 
time series by a polynomial with a degree as small as possi
ble is recommendedo The coefficients of these polynomials 
are treated as pseudo observables much in the same way as 
the differences in case of one repetition, i.e. they are dis 
creticized and we consider the frequencies corresponding to 
the respective factor level s and combinations of observableso 
The evaluation is quite the same as in the case of one repeti
tion considered above. 

REFERENCES 

Krauth , J. & Lienert, G. Die Konfigurationsfrequenzanalyse. 
Freiburg Brsg. : Alber, 1973. 

Lienert, G. & Krauth, J. Die Konfigurationsfrequenzanalyse. 
IXo Auswertung multivariater klinischer Untersuchung
spfane (Part 1; Part 2). Zeitschrift fur Klinische Psy
chologie und Psychotherapie, 1974, 22, 3-17; (in press). 
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A fuller r eport can be obtained from: 

Prof. Dr. G. Lienert, 
Faculty of Education 
Institute of Psychology 
Unive r s ity of Erlangen- Nurnberg 
Nurnber g 
Regensburger Str. 160 
F .R. Ge rmany 
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Type analyses with U.I, factor scores in clinical psychology: 
some data and some problems 

Lothar R. Schmidt, University Mental Hospital, 
Homburg/ Saar, F.R. Germany. 

The importance of objective tests (T-data) and factors based 
on them (U.I. factors) in clinical psychology has been demon
strated in a number of studies. Cattell, Schmidt & Bjerstedt 
(1972) have shown that differential diagnoses of six psychia
tric groups and a control group with U.I. factors are far bet
ter than expected. However, this approach is based on psy
chiatric a priori diagnoses with partially low validity and 
missing functional psychological basis. Therefore, it seems 
necessar y to search for new clinical types using statistical 
methods without an a priori classification. 

In this study, Bolz (1972) type analysis based on Cattell's 
r -coefficients has been used in order to find new types in 

p 
the clinical setting. The profile e lements were the U.I. fac
tors of Cattell, Schmidt & Bjerstedt (1972). In a first analysis 
17 U.I. factors in a sample of 114 Ss (six clinical groups and 
a control group) yielded seven types. The concordance be
tween these types and a priori diagnoses was rather low. Ss 
from the control group were over-represented in most types. 

Since Cattell, et al. , (1972) found that only 8 to 10 of the 17 
· U.I. factors in their study had clinical importance, in a second 
study the 8 clinically most relevant U.I. factors were used: 
16, 19, 21 , 23, 24, 25, 30 and 32. The concordance between 
empirical typing (6 types) and a priori diagnoses was higher 
but only marked for three types. The meaning of the types 
can be inferred by going back to the factor score profiles of 
the central (ideal ) Ss of the types. Type 3 appears for U.I. 
21 + ( " Exurbance"), U.I.23-t ( " Mobilization of Ene rgy"), U .I. 
16+ (" Assertive ego") and to a lesser degree U.I. 32+ (Ex-

. traversion). For the central S of type 5, the s igns of the fac
tor scores were almost all in the opposite direction of type 3. 
It seems to be a minor clinical counterpart of type 3, charac
terizing depression, especially endogenous depression. Fin-
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ally , type 6 can be labeled as a psychotic type . No neurotic 
group or control group belong to it. It is characterized by 
salient factor scores of U.I. 21- (" Suppressibility"), U.I. 
32- (" Introversion"), U.I. 23- ("Regr ession"), and U.I. 30-
("Dissociated frustration" ). 

If one evaluates all types together they certainly have clinical 
and functional psychological meaning. However, if the aim is 
to get new diagnostic and possibly therapeutic insights we 
need to know more about the members of each type. This 
might be additional information from case history, behavior 
analyses, or longitudinal observations. Unfortunately, it was 
not possible to get this information in our study. The only 
diagnostic step which could be taken with the present data was 
an attempt to classify Ss according to the similarity with cen
tral subjects of different types, in orde r to find out their gene
ral clinical importance. 

The distribution of the r - coefficients of clinical and control p 
Ss with the central S of type 3 shows that 68% of the r of 

p 
clinical Ss are minus in contrast to only 13% of the control 
Ss. No clinical S has a significantly positiver and no control 

p 
S a significantly negative r with the central S of type 3. The 

p 
classification of Ss according to the distribution of these r p 

coefficients was surprisingly efficient. One cutoff exceeded 
the base rate (.90 for control and .10 for clinical Ss), other 
cutoffs s eemed to be important for different clinical prob
lems. Multiple cutoffs with regard to the r - coefficients with p 
the central persons of types 3, 5, a nd 6 yielded an almost per
fect classification .. With one cutoff a total valid rate of 99% 
could be reached. Different classification rules for differe nt 
proble ms have been worked out. 

Empirical typing in the clinical setting with U.I. factor scores 
has thus shown its s ignificance. However , a number of pro
blems have to be solved. After cross validation studies, addi
tional information about the persons belonging to different 
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types is needed. The typing depends on the similarity co
efficient, the method of type analysis, the number and selec
tion of profile elements ( especially a broad sampling of the 
' .'whole personality sphere" vs. clinically most important 
variables) , and subject samples. 

REFERENCES 
Bolz, C.R. Types of personality. In: R.M. Dreger (Ed.) 

Multivariate personality r esearch: Contributions to 
the understanding of personality in honor of Ray
mond B. Cattell. Baton Rouge, La.: Claitor, 
1972, 161-260. 

Cattell, R.B. , Schmidt, L. R. & Bjerstedt, A. Clinical diagno
sis by the objective-analytic personality batteries. 
Journal of Clinical Psychology, 1972, Monogr. 
Suppl. , 34, 1- 78. 
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Detection of correlated e rrors in longitudinal data 

Dag Sorbom, Institute of Statistics, 
University of Uppsala, Sweden. 

A common objective in longitudinal studies is to examine the 
change in some ability between two occasions. Between the 
two occasions, different groups of subjects have undergone 
different treatments. By studying differences in change, one 
wants to get an idea of the influence of the treatment on the 
ability. In general, it is not possible to measure the ability 
directly; rather we have to use a number of tests, which, from 
the experience of earlier studies or by some rational argu
ments, are believed to measure the ability in question. For a 
good measure of change it is desirable to have comparable 
units of measurement at the two occasions. This can be a
chieved, at least approximately, by using the same battery 
of tests or equivalent forms of the same tests at both occa
sions. However, this procedure implies that there will be re
siduals in the test scores remaining after elimination of the 
influence of the true score, which is correlated between the 
two occasions. That is, there is a correlation between the 
errors in the regression of the test scores on true score, so 
the classical factor analytic model is not applicable. 
There are other circumstances which may lead to correlated 
errors. In the paper, a study in which verbal ability is mea
sured by three tests is described. Two of the tests are con
structed to measure what we in a common sense way are in
clined to call verbal ability. The third test, on the other hand, 
measures "vocabulary". No doubt, in the latter test we are 
measuring verbal ability too, but if we in some way could eli
minate the influence of the true ability from the test score, 
there should be some residual left. Thus the true ability ac
counts for only a part of the correlation between the two oc
casions for the third t est. This may cause our estimates of 
the measure of change to be distorted, and we should obtain 
b etter estimates if we take the correlation of the errors into 
consideration. 
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In other situations there may be correlations between the 
errors within occasions. Suppose, for example, we are mea
suring an aoility by three tests and that two of these are very 
much alike. In this case some part of the correlation between 
the tests could originate from the mere construction of the 
tests and not from the common true score. 

In the paper a computer program is described, which pro
duces maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters in a 
factor analytic model in which the errors or unique variables 
may be correlated. 

The main focus of the paper is on a procedure for detecting 
correlations between errors, since even if the number of ob
served variables is moderate the number of possible models 
is so large that a search strategy is needed. This problem has 
recently been considered by Costner and Schonberg (1973). 
The procedure proposed in the present paper is based on a 
simplified version of the Lagrangian multiplier test (see e.g. 
Silvey, 1958) and itisshownhowitworks in two simple cases. 

e .1 

REFERENCES 
Costner, H.L. & Schonberg, R. Diagnosing indicator ills in 

multiple indicator models. In A.S. Goldgerger (Ed.) 
Structural equation models in the social sciences. 
New York: Seminal_' Press, 1973. 
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· · A fuller report can be obtained from: ,. 
Dr. Dag Sorbom, 
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Inverted alphabet printing: reminiscence as a function of in
terpolated r est and extraversion. 

P . 0. White , Institute of Psychiatry, 
University of London, England 

Some 5,000 11-12 year old children performed an inverted 
alphabet printing test for 17 !-minute trials. Subjects are 
grouped in terms of the amount of rest interpolated between 
trials 12 and 13. Rest intervals utilized were O min. (no rest), 
1 min. , 5 min., 10 min., and 60 min. Thus the observations 
fall naturally into a 5 x 2 l ayout (Rest x Sex). 

Pre-rest performance is analysed by Generalized Manova us
ing orthogonal polynomial contrasts on the within subject 
model. While boys score consistently higher than girls, dif
ferences among r est groups both in terms of performance level 
and in terms of trends across trials are consistent across 
sexes. 

A r eminiscence score (T 13-T 12)relates ve,.;y strongly to a

mount of interpolated rest but only very slightly to extraver
sion. 

Principal component analyses of the variance- covariance ma
trices indicate a component common to all trials (individual 
differences in speed); · a component which contras ts pre-rest 
performance with post-rest performance; and a component 
which contrasts early trials with later trials in both pre-rest 
and post-rest performance blocks. 
These r elationships are discussed in terms of a Hull-Kimble
Eysenck inhibition formulation. 
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Abstract 

A multidimensional scaling approach (the Stone-Coles me
thod) was used to study interpersonal attraction. Judgments 
were estimates of interpersonal similarity, and attraction 
rankings made by 16 sorority pledges. Four factor-dimen
sions emerged from the judgmental data, similarity estimates, 
which were readi~y interpretable . Only two dimensions were 
found to be linearly related to attraction. However, observers 
loading very high or low on the other two of the dimensions 
showed a preference for others having similar loadings. 
Other findings presented were: 1) the individuals who were 
seen as being more similar to the group were ranked as being 
more attractive by the group; 2) pairs who the group saw 
as being most similar to each other ranked each other as more 
attractive; 3) each judge tended to see, as most attractive, 
those whom she saw as being most similar to herself. 
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A Multidimensional Scaling Approach to 

Interpersonal Similarity and Attraction 
1 

2 
Brenda G. Heltne, LeRoy A. Stone, and Michael J. Gatton 

Univer s ity of North Dakota 

Similarity and its relationship to interpersonal attraction 
has and continu es to be a much researched topic. Most of the 
studies to date have dealt with the r elationship b etween atti
tude similarity and attraction, and this relationship has been 
verified quite uniformly (e.g., Byrne & Clore, 1966; Byrne & 
Griffitt, 1966; Byrne, Griffitt, Hudgins, & Reeves , 1969; 
Krauss , 1966). In addition, studies of r elationships between 
other kinds of similarity and attraction have been done, most 
of which confirm the similarity -attraction hypothesis , e.g. , 
economic similarity (Byrne, Clore, & Worchel , 1966), and 
personality similarity (Byrne, Griffitt, & Stefaniak, 1967; 
Griffitt, 1966). 

The before-mentioned studies show wide generalization of 
the similar ity-attraction r elationship. However , in all the 
studies mentioned, the experimenter was r esponsible for de
termining the aspect of similarity to be cons ide r ed by sub
jects. Hence, a subject responding to one, and only one, as
pect of the person when rating him on an a ttraction dimension. 
This kind of constraint is believed to be removed when using 
a multidimensional scaling appr oach (Coles & Stone, 1972; 
Stone & Coles, 1970; Stone, Coles, & Lindem, 1970). With 
this judgmental evaluation approach the judgmental task is 
r elatively unstructured, the only r equirement beingthatnum
bers between zero and 100 are used as estimations of per
ceived degr ee of overall similarity for paired presentations 
of stimuli. 

1
This research was supported, in part. by a University of 

North Dakota Faculty Research Grant. 

2
This article is based on an M.A . thesis completed at the 

University of North Dakota by the first author. who is now at 
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. 
" This research was supported, in part, by a grant from the 
University Committee on Research, UND." 
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In a general sense, the Stone-Coles me thod of multidimen
sional scaling has already been used widely to study interper
sonal similarity. Stone (1972) has reviewed 18 investigations 
which applied the Stone-Coles scaling technique to persons, in 
groups , as stimuli. In an earlier investigation (Jackson, Mes
sick, & Solley, 1957) the basic data were judgments of per
ceived similarity between pairs of membe rs of a collegiate 
social fraternity. In the Jackson, Messick , and Solley inves
tigation, subjects served as both stimuli and as judges (as was 
the case in the present investigation). Interestingly, one of 
the judgment factors which e merged from their analyses was 
tentatively labeled as a "friendship" dimension. The success 
of this early investigation and of those r eviewed by Stone 
(1972) certainly suggests that multidimensional scaling as a 
judgmental evaluation m ethod is well suited for use in the do
main of social psychological r esearch. 

The present investigation was designed so as to discover 
whether the multidimensional scaling approach (the Stone 
Coles method in particular) might be profitably used in the 
study of inte rpersonal attraction. This methodology was e m
ployed so as to determine the factor - dimensions of similarity 
actually used by a collegiate sorority pledge-class when co~
sidering the matter of interpe r sonal a ttrac tion. This investi
gation attempted to answer the following questions: 1) Which 
perceived similarity factor-dimensions might be related to a 
measure of interperson attraction? 2) Are those membe rs 
of a group which are seen (by the group) as most attractive 
al so seen as being most similar to the group in general ? 3) 
If the gr oup sees two members as being very similar , do 
these two members see each othe r as be ing attractive? 4) 
Is a group m ember more attracted to those other group mem
bers whom the memb er sees as being most similar to her
self? 

METHOD 

Sixteen m embers of a sorority pledge c lass at the Univer 
sity of North Dakota served as the judges (Js) and as the 
stimuli. The sor ority was paid $25.00 for participating. Ini
tially, all Ss completed a biographical questionnaire . They 
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were asked to juage the perceived overall or generalized 
similarity of all poss ible pairs of stimuli , with zero denoting 
no s imilarity and 100 denoting identity. Actual ins tructions 
given to Ss were adapted from those used by Coles & Stone 
(1 973). Since there wer e 16 s timuli , and s imilarity of all 
possible pairs was rated, each S made 120 similarity judg
ments. The pairs of s timuli were r andomly presented. Fin
ally, each S was asked to rank order the othe r membe r s of 
the pledge -class in terms of how much she liked the other 
persons . 

RESULTS 

So as to discover whether ther e were one or more points
of -view held by Js , a rather well-known strategy was em
ployed. A 16 x 16 inte r-J correlation matrix, based on the 
120 e stima tes made by each J , was computed and factored 
(principal components with the limiting eigenvalue set at 1.0). 
This type of analysis is sometimes known as an ''inve rse '' or 
"Q-type" analysis. Stone , Coles, and· Linde m (1970) refer to 
such an analysis as Observer Factor Judgment Analysis 
(OFJA). In the current s tudy. the OFJA resulted in one major 
judgm ent factor which accounted for 35 percent of the inter
judge variance. Three other factors were extracted also, 
which accounted for only a small percentage of variance (9, 
7, and 6 percent). Therefore, it was concluded that, for the 
most part, a common judgmental approach was utilized by 
the Jso 

The 120 similarity estimates were averaged for each pair 
· compa rison across all 16 Js. The mean similarity entries 

in the i.j th el e ment wer e used for the ji th element. This pro
duced a symmetric 16 x 16 m ean similarity matrix. The 
columns of this full mean simila rity matrix (with unity values 
in the diagonal ) were intercorrelated to produce a 16 x 16 
corre lational similarity matrix which was factor analyzed 
(principal components) and r otated to simple structure using 
Kaise r 's varimax criterion (1 958). 

Four fac tors, whic h accounted for 79 percent of the judg
mental variance of the mean s imilarity estimates, emer ged 
f r om this analysis. These four r o~ated factors , along with 
the communalities for each stimulus , which ranged from 0. 51 
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to 0. 95 (mean h 
2 = 0~ 79), are shown in Table 1. Factors I and 

III were clearly bipolar with high loadings (above ! . 5) on 
both poles. Factors II and IV showed high loadings on one 
pole, but only low or moderate loadings on the other pole. In 
other words , Factors II and IV seemed to be only mildly bi
polar in character. 
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Similarity-Attraction Correlations 
The estimates of similarity of each stimulus to each of the 

other stimuli were transformed into correlational similari
ties (cf. Stone, Coles, and Lindem, 1970). These correla
tional similarities were averaged to produce correlational 
similarity means for each stimulus. Such mean correlational 
similarities indicate the degree to which the stimulus was 
seen to be similar to all other stimuli in the group. A single 
stimulus' general similarity to the total group of stimuli is 
thus represented by a single number. These mean correla
tional similarities can be statistically compared and tested 
for differenceo The attraction values given each stimulus 
were also averaged across Js to produce a mean attraction 
value for each stimulus. The values for both mean correla
tional similarity and mean attraction are presented in Table 2. 
A correlation between these two measures indicates the re
lationship between similarity to the group and attraction as 
rated by the group. A product-moment correlation (r) be
tween these indices was computed. This coefficient was high, 
(-.84) and is significant well beyond the .001 level (df=14). 
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1-icnn At tract j on R,mk~.; and Nean Correla tional 

Similarity for Cach Stimulus 

Sti.muJus Mean At trc1c ti.on Me2.n C~cJational Similarity ---

A 9.07 . 56 

n 5.60 .58 

C 9. 80 . 51 

D 9. 40 .59 

J~ 8. 53 .58 

F 8. 93 .55 

G 4.73 • 61. 

H 11. 40 .50 

r 8.67 .57 

J 5. 93 . 62 

K 6. 53 . 63 

L 5. 27 .58 

M 11. 73 . 49 

N 5.33 .ss 

0 5.40 . 57 

p 11.67 .46 
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In interpreting correlations between attraction dimensions 
and the various extracted judgmental factor-dimensions, it 
must be porne in mind that a higher numerical value on the 
attraction dimension denotes less attractiveness while a high
er similarity score or factor loading is indicative of greater 
strength on the involved similarity-judgment dimension. Thus, 
a high negative correlation between the attraction dimension 
and a specific judgment factor implies a strong positive re
lationship between rated attraction and that factor. Each 
stimulus had a loading on each factor extracted from the cor
relational similarity matrix. For each factor, a product
moment correlation was calculated between the factor load
ings (Table 1) and the mean attraction ranks (Table 2). The 
relationship between Factor I and the mean attraction ranks 
was shown to be quite low and nonsignificant (r ; -t-0.26, 
df - 14, p > 0.10). This indicates that Factor I is-not highly 
related to- related attraction. A high linear relationship was 
shown between Factor II and the mean attraction ranks 
(r = -0.81, df -: 14, p,. .001). Those who loaded high on this 
dimension tended to be seen as more attractive. Little re
lationship was shown between Factor III and the mean attrac
tion dimension (r = 0.12, df = 14, p>.10). Factor IV showed 
a significant correlation with mean attraction rank (r = -0.56, 
df = 14, p < .05). -

To determine if similarity of loading rather than direction 
of loading on Factors I and III was related to attraction, the 
judges-stimuli were divided into two equal groups according 
to their loadings on Factor I (Table 1 ). Group I consisted of 
the eight stimuli with highest positive loadings on Factor I 
(P, M, L, N, 0, I, G, and B), while Group II included the re
maining eight stimuli with low-positive or negative loadings 
on Factor I (E, D, F, J, H, ,A, C, and K). The attraction ranks 
that each member of Group I gave to every other member of 
Group II were utilized and a mean attraction value was de
termined for each J. A t-test was then computed to compare 
these values with the mean attraction that each member of 
Group I gave to the members of Group II and those that each 
member of Group II gave to the members of Group I. In other 
words, a comparison was made between the 16 mean attrac
tion rankings of those stimuli similar in loading on Factor I 
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that Group I gave Group I and those that Group II gave Group 
II and Group II gave Group I if attraction and similarity on 
this dimension were related. A relationship between simi
larity on thi s dimension and attraction was shown (t - 4. 57, 
df -= 14, p < .001 ). The same procedure was used to deter 
mine if those girl s loadingpositively(A, H,J, F, G, K, D, and 
O) and those loading negatively (C, R, N, E , I, L, M, and P) 
on Factor III showed preference for other girls with loadings 
similar to their own. A significant difference between the 
means of rankings of ''own group'' and rankings of ''othe r 
group" was also found for this dimension (t: 3.6 3, df = .14 , 
p < .01.). This finding supports the idea or relationship be
tween similarity on this dimension and rated attraction. 

The similarity estimates for each pair of stimuli had been 
averaged to produce mean similarity estimates. These mean 
similarity estimates were correlationally transformed to pro
duce the correlational similarities for each pair of stimuli. 
A dyadic attraction score for each pair was determined by 
averaging the attraction ranks each member of a pair gave 
the other member. The correlation between the mean cor
rela tional s imila rity for each pair and the dyadic attraction 
scores was high (r = -.0.70, df.:-118). This. coefficient is sta
tistically s ignificant well beyond the .001 level. Thus, those 
girls who the gr oup saw as being most similar to each other 
consequently saw each other as being most attractive. 

The columns of a single J ' s similarity estimation matrix 
(16 x 16) were intercorrelated to produce and individual J's 
correlational similarity matrix. Such a matrix contained cor
r elational similarities between all pairs (based on a single 
J 's estimates), including the correlational s im ilarity of each 
stimulus to herself. That J's correlational similarities to 
each of the other stimuli were designated as ' 'correlational 
s imilarity-to-self" scores. Each J ' s "correlational simi
larity-to- self'' · scores were then compared to her own pro
duced attraction rankings to determine if a relationship ex
isted between these measurement variables for that J. The 
degree to which s imilarity - to-self and attraction were r elated 
thus depended only upon the estimates provided by the indivi
dual J concerned. For each J such a correlation coefficient 
between these two measures was computed (Table 3). These 
correlation coefficients ranged from - .19 to -. 94, with all but 
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Correlations He twl!cn llH'. Corri..: l ation:J. l S i.mflnri t.y-To--Sclf S corct; 

And At traction Rankings uf All S tJmuli k, Determined for Ench J 

Jud {~C r .E. {with 13 df) -~- -

A - . 92 < . 001 

B - .83 < . 001 

C -,.82 <.001 

)) --:-. i9 < .• 001 

y ,, - . co ~.001 ..... 

F -. 7.5 <.01 

..-~ - .84 < . (101 

H - . 80 <. 001 

I - 0/, . ; .. <. 001 

J - • [l!, <. 001 

l( - .74 <.01 

L - . 94 <. 001 

M -.51 <. 10 

N -. 79 <.001 

0 - .19 > .10 

p -. 82 <.001 
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Js M and O showing correlations significant beyond the .01 
l evel. The correlation for J Tv1 showed some relationship be
tween similarity- to-self and attraction (r - - .51 , elf -- 13, 
p clO). However, little relationship -was foundbetween 
these two measures for J O (r- -.19, elf - 13, p .10). 

- - - -In or der to determine if an overall relationship existed 
between similarity-to-self and attraction, a single correlation 
coefficient was computed between all J's correlational simi
larity - to-self scores and their attraction rankings of all sti
muli. It was determined that correlational similarity- to-self 
was systematically related to attraction (r - -0. 73, elf - 238 , 
p .001 ). Those girls whom a J saw as being similarto her
self were also generally the girls to whom she was attracted. 

DISCUSSION 

Interpretation of Similarity Judgment Factors 

The factor analytic multidimensional scaling results pre
sented in Table 1 were shown to the 16 judges-stimuli for 
their interpretation. Identification of the psychological nature 
of each dimension was to be determined by the pattern of 
loadings on each factor and their relationship to discernible 
stimulus characteristics. 

Factor I, accounting for 25 percent of the mean similarity 
variance after rotation, was the most difficult to label. Those 
who loaded high on this factor (E, D, and F) were wealthy, 
neat dressers, and conservative in their party-going behavior. 
They also were all from the same hometown where they had 
known each other before coming to college. Those who loaded 
high on the othe r pole were r eported as putting themselves 
through college, had less money for clothes, and frequently 
attended parties without dates or switched dates during the 
evening. Three of these four subjects were from a single, 
different hon1etown. Some speculation as to the existence of 
pre-existing friendship groups and biographical proximity 
may have been well founded. However, most Js felt that this 
was not indicative of the identity of the first factor. This fac
tor, after some deliberation, was labeled ''dating conserva
tism-liberalism." 
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The second factor was labeled ''sociability'' or " extro
version-introversion'' and accounted (afte r rotation) for 26 
percent of the mean similarity variance. Those who loaded 
high and positive, (L, N, K, G, and I ,) were uniformly des
cribed as l oud, sil ly, and outgoing extrovertso Because all 
the girls were outgoing to some extent. the negative pol e had 
only low loadings and these girls (M, H , F , and P) were seen 
as being somewhat more quiet. reserved, and alone. 

Those who seemed to put school work responsibilitie s fir s t 
loaded highly on the negative pole of the third factor. B and C 
were '' straight A'' students and s howed highest loadings on 
this factor . Although those students with the poorest gr ades 
did not define the positive pole , the students who did load the 
highest in this direc tion (A, H, J , and F) were seen as less 
responsible in academic and social duties and wer e regarded 
as not ve ry concerned about school work. This factor was fr e 
quently interpreted as ''non-studiers vs. studiers.'' However , 
it is believed that the negative pole might best be na med ''de 
pendability.' ' 

Only one girl (O) l oaded very high on the fourth factor , and 
she was described as being most outspoken and very sure of 
herself. This factor was dete rmined to represent a " domi
nance- submission" dime nsion. Although no one loaded very 
high on the submission pole, those loading the highest (A, C, 
and D) were seen as less likely to defy the group and more 
likely to go along with ideas when they did not agree with the mo 

Attraction and Its Relationships to 
Similarity Factor- Dimensions 

Fa~tors I and III s howed very little linear r elationship to 
rated attraction. A slight, statistically nonsignificant, prefe r
ence was shown for the wealthier , more conservative date rs 
and the more s tudious or dependabl e girls. Although no sig
nificant preference was shown for the wealthier , more con
servative date r s , this in itself would not preclude a r eliabl e 
relationship between similarity on thi s dimension and a ttrac 
tion. The very fact that all o r most girls did not prefer eithe r 
the wealthier or the less wealthy girl might point to the exist
ence of a preference for those of similar economic s tanding 
or dating habits. If those girls who loaded negatively on this 
dimension preferred other girls who loaded positively , a cor-
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r elation between attraction a nd this dimension might be very 
low or close to zer o. Those who loaded negatively would be 
liked b est by some , while those who loaded positively would 
be preferred by others. Averaging the attraction rankings 
would fail to show this preference difference. 

Such a preference difference was shown by the results of 
the t-test between means of rankings of "own group" as op
posed to ''other group. '' The r esults indicated that those girls 
loading high and positive on Factor I preferred other girls 
loading pos itive, while those who loaded low or negative pre
ferred girls who al so loaded low or negative. Byrne, Clore, 
and Worchel (1966) found a relationship between economic 
similarity and attraction, and Factor I could have some bear
ing on thi s type of similarity. The lack of preference shown 
for girls at either pole of Factor III would l ead to much the 
same speculations. The relationship between similarity on 
Factor III and attraction was also supported by the t-test be
tween means of "own group" rankings and "othe r gr oup" 
rankings . Thus, those girls who were n1ore studious or more 
dependable preferred others who were more dependable, whil e 
those at the opposite pole of Factor III prefer red others load
ing at that end, those less studious and less dependable. 

The "sociability" or "extroversion" dimension (Factor II) 
showed a high relationship to rated attraction. Those seen as 
more sociable or extroverted were ranked as being signifi
cantly more attractive than the more introverted or less so
c iable subjects. This is in agree1nentwith a finding by Hogan 
and Mankin (1970). · They found that men showed a significant 
preference for men who ranked high in sociability as defined 
by the California Psychological Inventory. 

The fourth factor , ''dominance-submission'' was found to be 
n1ore significantly rated to attractiveness. The n1ore domi
nant girl s were preferred to those who were more submissive. 
Although this r elationship was not as strong as that between 
attraction and sociability, it supports other previously report
ed findings. Paln1er and Byrne (1970) found an overall pre
ference across Ss for the dominant over the submissive s tran
ger; as did the previously mentioned Hogan and Mankin study 
(1970) for acquaintances. 

In the current study, all Ss, regardless of their own loadings 
on the dominance and sociability factors, showed a prefer-
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ence for the more dominant and the mor e soc iabl e peer , while 
Ss preferred peers who had loadings similar to one's own on 
the dependability and dating conservatism dimensions. Thus 
ct'ominance and soc iability were personality s tyle s preferred 
across Ss while attraction depende d upon s imilarity to S in 
dependability and dating conservatism, with no general pre
ference across Ss. 

Over all Similarity and Attraction 
The aforementioned correlations were between attraction 

and each of the four factors and thus were not intended to s how 
a relationship between nondimensionalized or mean s imila
rity and mean attraction. Such a r elationship was s hown, how
ever, by the correlation between the mean correlational s imi
larities for each stimulus and the mean attraction values for 
each s timulus . Those who were seen by the group as being 
the most highly similar to all members of the gr oup were also 
seen as being more attractive by the group as evidenced by 
their average attraction values. Also , those pairs who the 
gr oup saw as being more similar rated each other higher in 
attractiveness. A dyadic attraction r ank was calculated by 
averaging the attraction ranks each me1nber of a pair gave 
the other member. This was then correl ated with the mean 
correlational s imilarity of each pair. Those who were seen by 
the group as b eing more s imila r (as expressed by the mean 
correlational similarities). ranked each other as being more 
attractive than others who the group saw as being less simi
lar. The gr oup ' s perception of the similarity of two persons 
was thus r elated to the attraction values these individuals 
gave each othe r. A more direct method of similarity - attrac
tion measurement would b e to correlate an individual ' s pre
ference ranking of the stimuli with a measure of her own per
ceived similarity to those s timuli. The following provides a 
discussion of the results of such corr elations . 

Correlations Between Each J's Similarity to Self 
Estimates and Attraction Ranks 

All J s except two (M and O) showed high correlations be
tween their simila rity-to-self scor es and their attraction 
rankings of the stimuli. Thus, those girls who a J saw as be
ing more similar to herself were al so the girls to whom she 
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was most attracted. Judges ·M and 0, however, did not seem 
to follow this trend. Descriptions of these two girl s s uggest
ed possible reasons for such a discrepancy. Although not to 
the same degree as the others, J M showed quite a tendency 
to respond in the expected direction. She was described by 
other subjects as quiet and reserved. She was seen as the 
least extroverted by the group as shown by their loading on 
Factor II. She was reluctant when interpreting the factors as 
she felt she did not know most of the girls very well. Perhaps 
this lack of r apport or intimacy was associated with the lower 
correlations between her attraction rankings and similari ty
to-self scor es. The other and most atypical J (0) showed a 
very low, but positive, relationship between attraction and 
similarity- to-self. The judge was described by others as un
conventional , most sure of herself, and very outspoken. She 
defined the dominance pole of Factor IV almost individually 
and was singled out as '' someone to get to know.'' Serious
ness, understanding, likeability (fourth in gr.oup mean attrac
tion ratings) were other descriptions given her. Perhaps her 
unc.onventionality and uniqueness affected her estimates of 
similarity-to-self and attraction rankings. Whatever the ex
planation, all people cannot be said to operate under the simi
larity-attraction hypothesis. However, a correlation of all 
J's similarity-to-self scores and produced attraction rankings 
showed that there does exist a considerable, on the average, 
relationship between generalized similarity and attraction. 

IMPLICATIONS 

The present investigation shows support (1) for a definite 
relationship between generalized similarity and attraction, 
and (2) for a general preference across Ss for persons who 
"score" high. on specific judgmental dimensions extracted 
from inter-person similarity information. Therefore, while 
similarity does appear to be an important determinant of 
interpersonal attraction, the present investigation points to 
the possibility that variables in addition to similarity are im
portant, that the situation is much more complex. The Byrne 
similarity-attraction hypothesis would seem, then, to be an 
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oversimplification. Finally, the results of this study indicate 
that the multidimensional scaling approach (e.g., the Stone
Coles method, in particular) is well suited to the study of in
terpersonal attraction. 

It is important to note that the interperson judgment fac
_tors which emerged from estimates were made by young, 
female college students. As such, their opportunities for ob
serving one another and the situations they encountered as a 
group are not easily generalized to a general population of 
adults. A more general population might perhaps evaluate 
similarity along other dimensions as they seemingly would 
have different experiences and priorities upon which to base 
their estimates. However , these obtained factor-dimensions 
do appear to provide a guideline for further study in the simi
larity-attraction area. 
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ABSTRACT 

In an attempt to improve program accountability to the ser
vice consuming community, researchers in a drug abuse pro
gram employed the perspective of three paraprofessional street 
workers to define functioning aft er treatment in an out-patient 
drug abuse progran1. The paraprofessional workers were resi
dents of the catchment area in which the study took place. They 
were hired in conformity with affirmative action personnel poli
cies implemented by a personnel committee staffed by com
munity representatives. They were nominated for their jobs 
as street workers because of their familiarity with the local 
illegal drug market. 

The street workers administered a 46 item follow- up ques
tionnaire to 6 5 former clients of an outpatient, brief therapy, 
drug abuse treatment program. The items were organized into 
10 sub- scales. Each item represented a factual bit of informa
tion about the clients. 

Additionally , a 7 point Like rt scal e was attached to each item. 
The interviewers were asked to rate the implication of each bit 
of factual information for the client' s total functioning. 

In the data analysis, the sum of Likert ratings ascribed to a 
client are considered a measure of general functioning. Mean 
sub- scal e scores were derived from the factual information for 
each of the 10 sub- scales. Correlations between each sub
scale and the summed Likert ratings were examined as the re
sult of principal interest. · 

Four of the 10 correlations between sub-scale scores and 
the summed Likert score measures were statistically signifi
cant (p < .001 ). The measure of future plans correlated with 
summed Likert rating . 78. Income source had the second high
est correlation with summed Likert rating at . 58. Heal th and 
pattern of drug use correlated with summed Likert rating .48 
and .47, respectively. 

The study was presented as the opening round in a series of 
surveys designed to help the service consuming community ar
ticulate its preferences for diagnostic systems, therapeutic ap
proaches and evaluation criteria. Particular emphasis is laid 
on the value of representative paraprofessional staff as in
volved spokespersons in the decision process involved in sel ec 
ting the concepts which define mental health services. 
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Riessman, Cohen and Pearl (1964) pointed out some of the 
special skills and perspectives that underclass, indigenous 
paraprofessionals might contribute to a community mental 
health program. Since then an extensive set of programs has de
veloped which provide jobs and career development opportuni
ties in the mental health field for people indigenous to the 
community an agency serves. In a· few cases whole catchment 
areas are administered by community advised private corpora
tions as in the Western Addition area of San Francisco where 
this study took place. 

The use of paraprofessionals is particularly prevalent in 
drug abuse treatment programs where ex-addicts are often 
employed as low level counselors. Rosenthal (1955), Ontmeyer 
et al. (1966) and Brown and Tho111pson (1973). to name a few, 
have each documented the advantages and disadvantages of em
ploy ing ex-addict counselors. Examples of the use of ex-addicts 
as program administrators are prevalent in both outpatient and 
the rapeutic community programs. Ex-addicts were also em
ployed as researchers in Hughes, Crawford and Barker's (1971 ) 
extensive epidemiological study of heroin use in Chicago. 

However , with the exception of some therapeutic communi
ties which exist independent of substantial federal funding, the 
selection of concepts which define clinical practice a nd client 
pr ogr ess is ma intained as the special and mysterious realm of 
c r edentialed professionals. Even in cases where community 
people ser ve on a personnel committee that reviews hiring de 
ci s ions, the concepts that a professional employs in working 
dec is ions are seldon1 critically examined. There is at l east 

one case 1 a carefully maintained dependence on other pr ofes
s ionals to evaluate the appropriateness of the concepts a pros 
pect ive new professional employs in understanding his job. 
There seems to be an assumption that basic concepts which a 
pr ofessional e mploys must be bought like a pig in the poke and 
the community people must limit their concern to the main 
tenance of affirmative action hiring policies and assurances 
that a new professional "feels responsible" to the community. 

1 Based on a discussion with Tomatra Scott, former Chair
man, Personnel Committee, Westside Community Mental 
Center, Inc., San Francisco, California. 
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What is lacking is a way to articulate the community's per 
spec tive on basic issues in the pr ovision of mental health ser
vices. Such a perspective surely exists. If it were well known, 
i.t could be used as the baseline for establishing the nature of 
clinical services and the evalua tion of indi victual client progress 
as well as progr am effectiveness. 

· We tend to see thi s program as a technical one which l ends 
itself to survey research techniques. Ther e are many people 
in most under class communities who have a combination of r eal 
life experiences and demonstrated participation, vocational and 
voluntar y, in agency programs. We contend that these indivi 
duals, through their efforts and by virtue of their role as con
sumers of the community environment , have a r ight to define 
what treatments should be administered and what behavior s 
constitute successful treatment. 

In this s tudy we employed three paraprofessional s treet 
workers as data gatherers in a follow- up study of clients in an 
outpatient drug abuse treatment program. Then we examined 
the r elationship between a gene rar, subjective measure of psy
chosocial functioning and a set of fact based, specific measur es 
of the circums tances of the former c lient s' lives. In this way 
we defined what our paraprofessionals mean when they say how 
adequately a client is functioning. We contend that the per
spective thus ly expressed r epr esents a position articulated by 
representatives of the community who we r e hired because of 
their particular expertise in the local str eet life. 

The study s tarted when a: voluntar y. drop- in , outpatient drug 
treatment progr am conduc ted a follow-up s tudy on sixty-five of 
its former clients. The clients had been seen in brief therapy 
from one to five sessions . Tranquilizers wer e usually dispensed. 
The l~st encounter was from three to nine months before the 
data of the follow- up inte r view. 

The follow- up study was instituted in order to gain some per
spective on the subsequent progress of individuals, evaluate 
the effect of brief therapy, and demonstr ate accountability to 
the program's funding sour ce. 

Measures 
Since little systematically recorded info r mation was avail 

able in the program's files about clients ' disposition before and 
during treatment, there was no baseline for evaluation. It was 
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assumed that people who voluntarily sought treatment at an out
patient drug abuse treatment program would be having some 
considerable difficulty in their general functioning and function
ing in some specific areas including drug abuse and associated 
problems. Our main intetest was in the ratings our parapro
fessional interviewer~ would ascribe in the objective and sub- · 
jective items which wer e employed. Ten general areas of in
te r est wer e identified in discussions with the outpatient staff 
that constituted drug related areas of dysfunction in the staff's 
view. Inter est was expressed in the associations among thes e 
areas and a measure of the overall functioning of the clients . 

The ten a r eas of interest were as follows: 

1. Plans for the future. 
2. Relationship with others not spouse. 
3. Relationship with spouse and sexual functioning. 
4. Housing arrangements. 
5. Source of income. 
6.. Legal status. 
7. Educational s tatus. 
8. Drug use patterns. 
9. Health 

10. Psychological functioning. 

Forty- six items were prepared to reflect the client's func 
tioning at follow-up in each area of interest. Items wer e as
sociated with ar.eas of interest and each area of interest was 
said to constitute a sub- scale. 

Each item was prepared, as much as was r easonably possible , 
in a multiple choice, check- a-box format with the responses 
arranged in a hierarchy from best outcome to worst outcome. 
These were called factual items. 

In order .to account for the possibility that a specific bit of 
factual information would have a different effect on· the quality 
of one client's life than on another client's life , a Like rt scale 
was added to each item. The interviewers were instructed to 
rate on a seven point scale the effect of a specific bit of infor
mation on the overall functioning of the client. The scale em
ployed appears in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 

Like rt Scale for Rating Fae tual Measures 

Worst · possible 
effect on 
client's life 

-3 -2 -1 

Neutral 
effect 

E) +1 

Best possible 
effect on 
c lient's life 

+2 +3 

The total of all Like rt points ascribed to a specific client by 
an interviewer was taken as a general measure of the function
ing of that client. 

Inte rviews 
The interviews of the 65 former outpatient clients wer e con

ducted by specially trained street workers from an intake and 
referral agency associated with the outpatient programo The 
interviewers wer e paraprofessional minority gr oup (2 Blacks 
and 1 La tin; 2 men and 1 woman) people who made their home 
in the community and had considerable experience on both sides 
of the drug business. They were employed as Addiction Spe
cialists . The interviews were conducted in various locations 
including the client's home, street corners, bar r ooms, inter
viewer's car, etc. As much as possible, the interviews were 
designed to appear to be casua l street corner conversations. 
Due to discrepancies in the outpatient program's records , only 
6 5 of some 500 former clients could actually be interviewed. 
The r emainde r were unavailable, usually because they had 
given spurious addresses and names or had been transient at 
the time of treatment. 

Population 
The demographic profile of the population interviewed gene

rally r eflects the character of the community in which the study 
took place. The community is a nationally famous center of 
counterculture activity in San Francisco. Many residents are 
formerly middle-class people who live in meager circumstanc 
es at the edge of a large Black ghetto. 
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The mean age of the population was 25.1 2 years, SD was 5.23 
years. Clients ranged in age from 16 to 43. Percentages of 
ethnic groups were 26. 2% Black, 15.4% Latins, 1. 5% Native 
American, and 56.9% others, principally whites. The population 
was 70.8% male. 

Data Analysis 
Initially, the data was examined in the form of frequencies, 

absolute and relative, of responses to each possible response 
to each of our 46 items plus mean Likert ratings for each item. 
The distribution of the sum for individuals of Likert ratings 
was obtained and examined. The mean of all factual item re
sponses in each sub-scale was calculated. The sub-scale means 
for each person were used to calculate correlation coefficients 
among the various sub-scales. Included in this set of meas
ures was the sum of Likert ratings for individuals. 

Results 
The distribution of summed Likert ratings by the interview

ers was found to be distinctly bimodal. The mean of summed 
Like rt ratings was 182. 27, SD = 20. 22. The range of mean 
summed ratings over three interviewers was less than six 
points. A plot of the summed Likert rating by each interviewer 
and a plot of the total summed Like rt ratings appears in Figure 
2. 

A test of r eliability of the individual Likert ratings over 
items, considered as a measure, yielded an alpha coefficient 
of . 923. 

The intercorrelations among the sub-scale scores and the 
sum of Likert ratings, general functioning measure are of prin
cipal interest here and appear in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 

Matrix of Correlations Among Sub-Scales and the General Measure 

Family Drug Spouse Resi- Future Educa- Psyche- Sum 
Not Spouse Use & Sex Income dence Legal Plans tion Health l ogical Likert 

Family 
Not Spouse 1.00 

Drug Use .24 LOO 

Spouse & . 19 .06 1.00 
Se>.iJal 

I ncome .22 .23 .13 1.00 • 

Residence .12 -. 10 .14 .52* 1.00 

Legal .17 .09 .40* .37* .25 LOO 

Plc.r.s for . 06 .34 .28 .49* .47* .46* 1. 00 
Future 

Education .03 -.01 .07 . 24 .16 .09 .22 1.00 

Health -.13 .11 -. 02 . 38* • 43* .30 .s1* . 29 1.00 

Psycho- - .14 -. 07 .23 . 12 .29 .33 .44* .12 .15 1.00 
logical 

Sum Liker t .14 .47* .30 .58 * .41 * • 26 . 79* .34 .48* .23 l. 00 

* Indicates p ~ .001 



Comments 
It is interesting to note that the sub-scale measure which 

is most substantially correlated with the measure of general 
functioning is the sub-scale based on the interviewer's evalua
tion of the client's long-term and short-term plans for the fu
ture. This same sub-scale is significantly correlated (p .001) 
with six other sub-scale measures including each of the other 
sub-scale measures save drug use significantly correlated with 
the general functioning measure, sum of Like rt ratings. These 
results indicate that a factor analytic approach in the context of 
a more substantial data base might prove interesting indeed. 

As it is, we can conclude that in the view of the interviewers 
in this study a person's plans for the future, current income, 
general health and drug use pattern were more important to the 
interviewer's estimate of the client's general functioning than 
were our other measures. Also, we note that plans for the fu
ture is far and a way the most salient indicator in the view of 
our street-wise judges, and income is a•distinct second. Pat
terns of drug use is the least predictive of general functioning 
of the statistically significant relationships, ranking very close 
to physical health. 

Given the experience gained in this study, when one asks a 
paraprofessional person to rate the general functioning of a 
former client in a drug abuse program, and that paraprofes
sional is substantially familiar with the drug milieu, then one 
is fairly likely to get a rating of the former client's plans for 
the future and the extent of that client's economic independence. 

Whether or not the former client is still involved with illegal 
substances is not likely to be a central factor in paraprofessio

. nal street people's ratings of general functioning if the rater is 
. allowed some options to exercise. It is also interesting to note 

that the measure of patterns of drug use is independent statis
tically (p < .001) from all other factual item based sub:-scale 
measures. -One might hypothesize that drug use is only mar
ginally predictive of general functioning in street life and pretty 
much independent of other aspects of the street experience, at 
least from the perspective of a street-wise paraprofessional 
researcher. 

The principal implication of this article and the data review
ed here is that research into the trained and knowledgeable per
spective of. indigenous paraprofessionals is possible. We would 
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argue that such research. is also ethically desirable if profes
sional dispensers of public mental health services are to be
come responsive to the needs of the communities they often 
serve. We contend that the basic understanding of post-treat
ment functioning held by persons hired to represent a human 
service consuming public can be developed and does, in fact ; 
make as much sense to us as any theoretically derived set of 
notions transmitted to a professional in medical school. We 
advocate extending the accountability of community mental 
health programs so that the very definitions and concepts used 
to shape service and evaluation are based on community pre
ferences. 

One obvious lesson of the civil rights movement is that the 
definitions employed by the vested representatives of the gene
ral society r eflect all the characteristics of that society - - -
good and bad. These definitions and the related underlying con
cepts often bridle, disturb and oppress those who are maintain
ed in the general society as underclass individual s . A major 
part of the intellectual aspect of the struggle for Black people' s 
rights and later the struggle for the rights of other minorities 
and women revolves around defining the way the general so
ciety views the underclass individual. We have seen group after 
group fight for and seize the power to define the mselves. We· 
hope this article helps to extend that struggle to the heart of 
the mental health establishment. 
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Abstract 

Examines certain cognitive-affective r elationships by sug
gesting that they represent overlapping stylistic cons istencies. 
First, literature is reviewed linking flexibility of closure with 
the objective test temperamental trait of Independence (U.I.19) 
as the major source trait underlying Witkin's conventional 
style of field articulation. Similarly, speed of closure is link
ed with Inhibition (U.I. 17) as a more broad representation of 
the cognitive control, extensiveness of ·scanning. Finally, vari
ous fluency factors are linked with the source trait of Exuber
ance (U.I. 21) underlying much creative activity. It is sug
gested that these three global styles are also represented by 
Royce's three "epistemic styles"; namely. rationalism , em
piricism, and metaphorism respectively. It is reiterated that 
multivariate :-- theoretical analysis is necessary to further sub
stantiate these suggestions of strong substantive and theoreti
cal convergencies across methodologically divergent labora
tories. 

Any persistent reader of structural r esearch in personality 
is likely to be haunted by at l east two r ecurrent apparitions: 
first, the consistent (though low) correlations of some temper.a
ment traits with so-called perceptual or ab il ity factors. and 
second, the consis tent suggestion that certain "stylistic " vari
ables, such as field articulation. are necessarily related to 
many basic personality factors already known. This paper is 
an attempt to shed some light on such indications, particularly 
the ''links' ' of the perceptual factors of flexibility and speed 
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of closure with abilities such as inductive and deductive rea
soning, such temperament factors such as ' 'independence'' and 
" inhibition". and styles such as field articulation and exten
siveness of scanning. 

Enough evidence has now accumulated regarding some tradi
tional factors for one to make some rather definite suggestions. 
In the following sections, this evidence will be presented which 
initially concerned the following traditional factors: flexibility 
of closure (Part 1). speed of closure (Part 2). and word flu
ency (Part 3). 

Part 1. Cf (Flexibility of Closure), U. I. 19 (Independence). 

and Field Articulation 

a. Flexibility of Closure 

Variables traditionally associated with \Vitkin's " field inde
pendence" construct wer e originally found to identify a factor 
in Thurstone's inaugural work on perception (1944). This fac
tor. called factor ''E " (now represented Cf)' was concerned 

with the manipulation of configurations (simultaneously or in 
succession). Because Thurstone included tests for Primary 
Mental Abilities (P.M.A. ' s. Thur stone, 1938) in his test bat
tery, with perceptual tests, he already discovered a correla
tion of . 76 between ~f and the P.M.A. Space and Reasoning fac-

tors. Since reasoning tests were included in the co1nposite for 
factor E, Thurstone recognized that this correlation was pro
bably spuriously high. However, in Thur stone's 1949 study. In
ductive Reasoning correlated .63 with Cf and Botzum (1951) 

· replicated that finding with a correlation coefficient of .43. 
While Botzum indicated inductive reasoning to be more highly 
related to Cf' Pemberton' s (1952a) results suggest that deduc-

t . . . 1 t 3 1ve reasoning 1s mor e re evan , 
In fact. if one can distinguish deductive thinking as " analytic " 

(i.e., analyzing, abstracting or co1nposing essential features 
from a largely structured array) and inductive thinking as " syn
thetic" (i.e., synthesizing, unifying, or constructing from a 
largely unstructured array) , as n1any psychologists have done 
(e.g. Duncker , 1945; Burt, 1949). then the theoretical relation 
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between Cf and deductive reasoning that was suggested by 
Thurstone (1949} and supported by Pemberton (1952a) is quite 
viable. Pemberton concludes, ''This indicates that there is a 
connection between perceptual flexibility, the flexibility re
quired to some analytical reasoning problems, and the flexibi
lity needed to solve problems utilizing highly practiced sym:.. 
bols but where meaning is not important (p. 287). '' 

In this regard we note Baggaley's (1955) study showing that 
performance (speed and correctness) in acquiring a concept 
(i.e. , discovering the rule for selecting particulars as instanc
es of a concept) was correlated with Cr Correctness was also 

correl ated with reasoning scor es from Thurstone tests. Per
sons who found concealed figures faster were also more ana
lytical in this problem solving task. Baggaley suggests this is 
b ecause of relative concentration on one aspect of complex 
stimulus situations. 

b. Field Articulation 

Witkin and his associates (1962) have developed the construct 
of ''field articulation'' ,originally termed' 'field independence'', 
as '' ... an analytical, in contrast to a global , way of perceiving; 
(it) entails a tendency to exper ience items as discrete from 
their backgrounds, and reflects ability to overcome the influ
ence of an emb edding context (p. 57 ff.)" . In other words, as 
Royce (1 973) states, "Field articulation ..•.• r efers to the ex
tent an individual is able to a rticulate, specify, and delineate 
his experience; to be active and analytic as opposed to pas
s ive and global (the latter implies accepting experience in an 
uncritical , diffuse, hazy and ill - defined manner) (p. 333)." 

The work of Witkin and his associates in deriving and study
ing this construct has been provocative - as we shall see - but 
it has also been strongly criticized (Postman, 1955; Holtzman, · 
1955; Zigler, l 963a,b; Arbuthnot, 1972; Horn, 1974; Wachtel , 
1972) particularly for poor operational procedures. Field arti
culation is typically measured by the subject's ability to quick
ly find selected figures among others (the e mbedded figures 
test, EFT) and/ or his ability to assess how vertical he (or an 
object) is in a field of non- vertical cues. Field articulate in
dividuals can overcome the influence of a tilted frame when 
judging the perpendicularity of a r od within it (the rod and 
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frame test , RFT), and they are able to overcome the influence 
of a tilted room when judging their own pe rpendicularity (the 
body-adjustment, BAT, and room adjustment, RAT, tests). How
ever, m-easures from the EFT (except perhaps the mean time 

· score) can be quite unreliable (Dana and Gooche r , 1959), as 
can RFT scores (Cattell and Hundleby , 1968), and all me,tsures 
inte r correlate poorly (e. g. Gruen, 1957; Elliot, 1961). Many 
variations on Witkin' s tests have been produced (e.g. Jackson, 
1956; Jackson, Messick , and Myer s, 1964; Oltman, 1968). Ar 
buthnot (1972) thoroughly compares the m9asures of field arti
culation used in 40 studies and finds ''what any one test mea
sures is not reflected to a great extent by another. '' 

Mor e important, Gruen (1957) has made the point that Wit
kin's construct is based on differences in per ception rather 
than differences among people. In Cattell' s (1957) terms, Wit
kin's construct is a surface trait, rather than a source trait. 
That is, it is identified by the (high) intercorrelations of a s et 
of (perceptual) tasks, rather than by the best accounting (sim
ple structure) for these inte rcorrelations (among others). 
Cattell unequivocally states that Witkin 's construct " is defined , 
i.e. , operationally defined, only as a correlation cluster or 
surface trait, and it can r eadily be shown that a correlation 
cluster lacks the non-arbitrary definition needed for a fruitful 
concept and which is possible only through a simple s tructure 
source trait (Cattell, 1969, p. 865). '' This ve r y important is
sue has led Cattell , among othe r s, to consider fi eld a rticula 
tion to be an expression of source tra its r ather than a s ource 
trait itself. There is, therefor e, an urgent need to uncover the 
source trait(s ) that underlie (s) the provocative links between 
temperament and ability that are suggested by Witkin ' s work 
and reinforced by independent r eplications ( e.g. Young, 1959). 
Most · recently, Wachtel (1972) makes an impressive plea for 
better attempts to identify the underlying cons truct in field 
independence r es ear ch, apart from intelligence, and to dis tin
guish the ability to perfor m in a field articulate way fr om the 
adaptive choice or preferr ed strategy to do so. 

The many factorial identifications of ''fi eld articula tion'' at
test to a unita r y s table source tra it underlying these findings 
(Gardner et al. , 1959, Gardner, J ackson and Messick , 1960; 
Gardner , 1961; Goodenough and Karp, 1961; Witkinetal., 1962; 
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Gardner, Lohrenz and Schoen, 1968; Karp, 1963; Gardner and 
Moriarty, 1968). 

On the ability side, Witkin (Witkin, et al. , 1962) r ecounts evi
dence relating field articulation to P .M.A. Space and 15-easoning. 
factors ( e.g., Young, 1959; Gardner et al., 1960). As this 
suggests, there is such strong evidence relating field articu
lation to flexibility of closure that Witkin admits, " Taken to
gether, these studies provide impressive support for the view 
that flexibility of closure, spatial de contextualization, and field 
dependence may be different names for the same dimension 
(Witkin et al., 1962, p. 52)." More recently, Gardner, Lohrenz 
and Schoen (1968) concur: 

Results of several studies (e.g. , Gardner, Jackson, and Mes
sick, 1960) have shown that the number of complex figures sub
jects correctly checked as containing given simple figures 
(Thur stone's Concealed Figures Test) is factorially indistin
guishable from the scores derived from Witkin's Embedded 
Figures or Rod-and-Frame Tests to represent this cognitive 
control dimension (p. 315). 

c. Independence 

Pemberton (1952b), in her enlightening study of Thurstone's 
perceptual closure factors in relation to reasoning factors 
(1952a), also included a large number of temperament variables 
from self-rating schedules. Higher flexibility of closure relat
ed to, among other things , a " lack of sociability and indepen
dence of social conventions", and a "dislike for routine and 
lack of tidiness" which " may also be indicative of these sub
jects' independence of superficial, rigid rules. This seems to 
stem from their flexibility , and not from impulsivity , as they 
do not show any positive association with items dealing with 
impulsivity, and they say that they think of the consequences 
before acting.' ' · 

Accumulated studies using various non-factorial question
naires since Pemberton have shown that more field articulate 
individuals (however measured) are more autonomous, socially 
uninvolved, and relatively deliberate. As reported by Witkin 
et al. (1962) and summarized by Royce (1973): 
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They are more likely to structure ambiguous stimuli (such as 
Rorschach ink blots), and less likely to change their views on 
a particular social issue in the direction of the attitudes of the 
~ajority. · They are highly autonomous individuals with a stable 
self- view, socially they show little interest in and need for peo
ple, and they manifest a relatively intellectual and impersonal 
approach to problems. In general, they are influenced little 
by authority, tending to be guided by values, standards, and 
needs of their own (p. 334). 

Typical of the studies .ref erred to is Linton's (195 5) indication 
that field independent persons are less conforming in autokine
tic effect and attitude change situations. 

Paralleling this work, since 1949 Cattell and his associates 
have found a factor in studies of objective tests referred to as 
U.I. 19 (Independence, originally termed' 'Promethean Will"). 
This factor has been matched in at least a dozen factor ana
lyses with adults and eight children (see Hundleby, Pawlik and 
Cattell, 1965). Cattell reports that among its markers are 
correctness of perceptual closure, accuracy with Gottschaldt 
figures , severity of judgment, and accuracy in judgment of 
spatial relations. 

Prominent characteristics of high U.I. 19 test behavior, 
summarized by Hundleby, Pawlik, and Cattell (1965,p.166ff.) 
include: accurate, competent performance ( correlations with 
school grades, for example), ability to concentrate, critical
ness of others but not over-confidence, logical flexibility 
(i.e., in problem solving situations) and flexibility in changing 
responses, unaffected by suggestion from others, and some
what conservative estimates of one's own performance. 

U. I. 19 (like field articulation) appears to be substantially 
inherited (Cattell, Stice, and Kristy, 1957), significantly higher 
for males than females ( as is field articulation) and related 
to school performance (Hundleby and Cattell, 1968), complex 
clinical syndromes (Cattell, 1957; Cattell and Tatro, 1966) 
and a more exacting, unaffectionate developmental environ
ment (Hundleby, Pawlik and Cattell , 1965, p. 168ff.) compara
tively to findings for higher field articulation (Witkin et al., 
1962, p. 346ff.). Cattell and Hundleby (1968) conclude, 
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" There is good reason to suppose, due to s imilar patterns of 
correlations with other variables, that U. I. 19 and Witkin's 
construct of field independence have much in common and in
deed that fi eld independence is the ope r ation of U. I. 19 within 
a somewhat restricted perceptual var iable domain. We know 
of no proof that field independence is a source trait distinct 
from U. I. 19." 

There is some evidence (Cattell , 1973) that this ob jective 
test factor, U. I. 19, is represented in the questionnair e do
main by QIV, a second- order ''Indep endence'' factor from the 
16 PF. In questionnaire findings with U. I. 19, Hundleby, Paw
lik and Cattell (1 965) s tate: 

"In general, a pattern emerges of a free- thinking, active, 
rather unstable individual with a ce rtain imperviousness and 
coldness towards the perceptions and behavior of others. 
These questionnaire findings are consonant with those from 
objective tests, and add particular confirmation in a more 
social context to the c riticalness and aloofness that appears 
to characterize this factor (p. 164)." 

It can be seen that these traits str ongly resemble Pember
ton's t empe r amental correlates of Cr 

Also, ther e is some direct evidence that QIV and field arti
culation are related: first a signific ant relation found between 
the RFT and QIV (Johnston, Neville and Workman, 1969, for 
women Ss), and second, a relation between Guilford- Zimmer
man Spatial Orientation and Spatial Vizualization tests (chosen 
because the de{inition of these abilities seemed c losely paral
lel to those of field independence) and first order marker s for 
QIV (Haynes and Carley, 1970). However ,Ohmac ht (1968) did 
not find any r e l ation between QIV and the hidden figures test 
for Cf" As Cattell and Hundleby (1968) counter, since this 

test only loads about .3 on U. I. 19, one would not expect it to 
r elate particularly str ongly to QIV. Also, it could be adde_d 
that QIV is only a self- rating factor , a trait based on self
evaluation, which need not correspond well with U. I. 19 at a ll. 

Taken togethe r , the above findings confirm one's intuitions 
that there is an analytic-rational-independent stylistic nexus 
in pe rsonality (see Royce, 1973, 1974). 
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Part 2. C {Slow Speed of Closure), U. I. 1 7 (Inhibition), 
-s 

and Extensive Scanning 

a. Speed of Closure 

Although the genesis of this factor was somewhat confused 
( origina lly Thur stone's factor F, not factor A - - see Pawlik, 
1966), over years of new factorizations (e .g., Botzum, 19 51; 
Pemberton, 1952a) speed of c losur e has become well identi
fied by tests such as Gestalt Completion and Concealed Words 
T est (see French et ~g, 1963). Speed and fl exibility of clo 
sure are distinct in that the former involves forming configu
rations from rela tively unorganized presentations, while the 
latter involves forming other configurations from presenta
tions that are easily and immediately perceived as good con
figurations (ioe., suppressing organized configurations to pro
duce or recognize others). In parallel with Cf' work began to 

find s imilarities between C and other abil ities, Thurstone's 
-s 

thesis being that, while Cf is related to deductive reasoning. 

ability, C is related to inductive r easoning ability. As with 
-S 

Cf, Thurstone (1944) found a correlation of Cswith P .M.A. 

Space (! -=. .. 38) and with Reasoning (£ :: . 35) factors. 
Although the results are not as clear-cut as for Cf, ther e 

is a good indication, over several studies (Thurstone , 1944; 
Yela, 1949; Botzum, 1951; P emberton, 1951a, b), that C is 
correlated with facility in reasoning tests that can be softred 
by what Pemberton (1952a) calls "a rapid syQthetic process' 'o 
Yela (1949), for example, found a "synthetic perceptual fac
tor' ' which formed a second-order factor with Space and Rea
soning. In Botzum's (1951) study, as previously r eported, Cf 

formed a second-order ''analytic" factor with Space and Rea
soning abilities, while C formed a second-order "speed of -s 
association" factor with low number, word fluency and verbal 
comprehension abilities. 
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Whe r eas P ember ton (1952a) found Cf and (la r gely deduc 

tive) r easoning tests falling together at the first- order , s he 
found C a nd Reasoning (with Space) falling together only when -s 
the analys is was taken to the second-order . However, the r e 
was some evidence that Thurstone was right in s uggesting that 
Cf and Cs we r e linked to deductive and inductive r easoning 

r espectfully, in that her Reasoning factor (being, s he suggests. 
"synthetic" or induc tive reasoning) correlated highest with 
Cs (!:_ :: • 24). 

So far a s can be ascertained, the matter stands the r e : some
what equivocal , but suggestive. 

On the temper ament s ide, Pemberton (1952b) found a cl ear
cut patte rn of self-ratings with Cs' as with ~f Over all , high 

scor ers on C s howed a stronger outward orienta tion, To 
-s 

quote Pe mbe rton: 

''the high group is not particularly interested in b r oad impli
cations a nd conceptualization. They state that they are inte res
ted in "doing, not theorizing" , they do not like to plan on a 
la r ge scale or try to get the overall picture of a problem on 
which they are working" (p. 168). 

In a ddition, P emb erton found that sociability. self- confidence 
and quick r eactivity in temperament were ''linked'' to high 
speed of closure in perception. 

b" Extensiveness of Scanning 

This cons truct . like speed of closure, has been somewhat 
r eformulated s ince first investigated by Schlesinge r (1954) 
a nd developed by workers from the Menninger Cl inic (see 
particularly Hol zman and Klein, 1956; Holzman, 1957; Klein , 
1958; Gar dner . 1959: and Holzman, 1966). Royce (1973) sum-· 
marizes their findings: 

"Extensiveness of scanning (Gardner et al., 1959; Gardner and 
Moriarty, 1968) r efers to the broad and intensive deployment 
of at tention over stimilus fields. Extensive scanners are char
acterized not only by intense concentration on the central task. 
but they also possess a wide ranging peripheral sensitivity 
which renders many aspects of the fie ld available to conscious 
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r~call. Modal extensive scanners sample a large amount of in
formation before commitment to a r esponse. They seem pre
occupied with veridicality. exac tness. and the adequacy of their 
r esponse, and perhaps control over impulses" (p. 334). 

Scanners are less susceptible to illus ions (e ., g .. Gardner 
and Long. 1960a, b: Gardne r, 1961 ) and n1or e accurate on a 
variety of size estimation tasks (e .g . . Gardner. 1959: Gardne r 
and Long , 1962a. b). 

As with field articulation, the "cognitive control '· dealt with 
in Part 1. extensiveness of scanning has been the s ubject of 
m any interesting experime nts , far 1nore than can be inti111ated 
here. Scanners, for exan1ple . have been shown to be n1ore 
myopic (Kle in, 1958), and have exhibited more incidental re 
call with some aspects of the Muller -Lyer illus ion (Hol z1nan . 
1966). 

Extensiveness of scanning has apparently been under fac -
to rial sc rutiny only thr ice. but has appear ed all three times 
(Ga rdne r et al., 1959; Ga rdne r a nd Moriarty . 1968). Typically, 
it is marked by size estin1ation variables. illusion effects and 
Stroop col o r word test variables. 

No s tudy known to the present writers ha s investigated scan-

ning in r elation to per ceptual or othe r cognitive abilities. 
6 

It 
is suggested that slower speed of c losure and less ability a t 
inductive reasoning are indicative of extensive scanning. The 
extensive scanner, by this ana lysis. does not quickly form 
configurations from unorganized perceptual a rrays, but r ather 
explores the arrays mor e thoroughly for their par ticulars . 

. Similarly. he would not quickly form inductive generalizations. 
but considers and r econside rs othe r alternati ves. taking in 
more aspects and possibilities of the data array. 

The re are some broad hints of t emper a n1ental n1anif es ta 
tions of extensive scanning. in accord with Freud ' s (1926) 
theory of the defense 1nechanis1n of isolation. particularly in 
the obsessional or compulsive char acter pattern (see Holz n1an 
and Kle in, 1957; Gardner et al. J. 960; Be nfa ri. 1966a. b). 

For example, Schlesinger's (1954) ite1n analysis of a self
evaluative inventory showed that 

" the nonfocusers (i. e. less extensive scanners) clearly des
cribed themselves as "emotional" people who are aware of 
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their feelings, who relate themselves to others freely, and who 
easily become emotionally involved with others. The focusers, 
on the other hand, described themselves largely in negative 
terms on these items by indicating that they do not apply to 
them" (p. 369). 

Similarly, Pemberton (1952b) described high C scorers in 
-S 

terms of greater emotionality, sympathy, affection and so
ciability . 

Klein (1958) suggests that many traits may be a result of 
'' secondary adaptation" to a cognitive control such as exten
sive scanningc Thus, he suggests, scanners become more 
doubtful, uncertain, mistrusting as an adaptation to their ''hard 
cold look'' attitude. 

Another, more broad, temperamental aspect of scanning ap
pears in studies by Gardner and Long (1962a, b) in which ex
tens iveness of scanning was related both to ratings of ''gene
ralized delay " from Rorschach test protocols and to the inhi
bition of irrelevant motoric responses in the (Stroop) color
word test. Thus, they suggest that some form of ''inhibition' ' 
may underlie differential scanning behaviors. Indeed, Cattell 
and his associates have isolated a factor of inhibition which 
appears to be very r elevant in explaining individual differen
ces in extensiveness of scanning. 

c. Inhibition 

However on.e feels about the r elation of extensiveness of 
scanning to speed of closure - - the r elation suggested being 
that extensive scanning and delay of perceptual c losure are 
linked -- there is more compelling evidence that C and Cat-

-s 
tell's ob jective test factor U. I. 17 (Inhibition) are closely re
la ted. 

Until 1965, U. I. 17 was identified in thirteen factor analytic 
studies with adults and three studies with children (Hundleby, 
Pawlik, and Cattell, 1965, p. 144). Typical markers for high 
Inhibition (from Cattell and Warburton, 1967) are greater GSR 
deflection to threat, less questionable r eading preferences, 
more threatening objects seen in unstruc tured drawings, and 
higher basal metabolic rate and involuntary muscle tension. 
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Although some variables prima facie measure various as
pects of fearfulness or timidity, markers for U. I. 17 are 
taken to indicate a more general source trait of "inhibited-

. ness". Cattell and his co-workers suggest "inhibitability-
i.e. : the ability or tendency to react by inhibiting overt be 
havior- - would be a more correct term (Hundleby, Pawlik, 
and Cattell , 1965, p. 147)." The markers do not indicate sheer 
slowness of performance: simple reaction time, speed of rou
tine performances, etc. do not load, and relative accuracy and 
quality of performance is not affected. Cattell expects both 
genetic and environmental ontogenetic factors in U. I. 1 7, the 
former being "reactivity of the sympathetic system to threat 
(Cattell, 1957 , p. 240) ," and the latter being an internaliza
tion of cultural values and standards in a restraining early 
home situation (Hundleby, Pawlik, and Cattell, 1957, Po 150)0 
Silverman (1964) had a similar suggestion for the ontogenesis 
of scanning, while both Frenkel-Brunswik (1949) and Pember
ton (1952b) associated these situational determinants to speed 
of c losure. 

Studies have been consistent in showing a steady increase 
in U. I. 1 7 (Inhibition) over age and a substantial hereditary 
determination, both facts practically identical to U. I. 19 and 
field articulation, previously discussed, except that U. I. 17 
rises more rapidly in adolescence while the latter are seen to 
level off at age 1 O or 11 (Witkin et al., 1962, p. 380; Hundleby, 
Pawlik, and Cattell , 1965, _p. 166).-

This interpretation is reinforced by the relations of Uol. 17 
to questionnaire factors, primarily with H - (Threctia, the 
degree of constitutional susceptibility to threat), and F- (De
surgency, the actual degree of life experience of inhibiting 
influences) (see Cattell , 1957; and Gorsuch and Cattell, 1967). 
However , the evidence for questionnaire correlates of U. I. 
17 is generally quite disappointing (e.g. , Hundleby, Pawlik and 
Cattell, 1965, Table 73 , p. 151), as one might expect with the 
self-evaluation of a covert trait such as inhibitedness. 

Cattell (1971, p. 36 lf.) clearly suggests that s low speed of 
closure is embraced by the more general factor of timid In
hibition, U. I. 17, extending far beyond perception. Taken to
gether, the research supports this ' contention. Parallel to the 
analytic-rational- independent stylistic nexus in Part 1, a style 
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characterized by a concern for empirical veridicality rather 
than internal consistency is suggested .. This putative style is 
indicated by slow inductive synthesis, careful generalization 
and extrapolation, extensive and intensive perceptual scanning, 
and high temperamental inhibitedness. 

Part 3. ldeational Fluency, U. I. 21 (Exuberance), and Crea
tivity 

a. Ideational Fluency (and other fluency factors) 

Compared to those factors that have already been discussed , 
the fluency factors have a simple history .. Since word fluency 
(W) was first formulated by Thurstone (1938) as a primary 
mental ability, a number of fluency factors have evolved to 
lesser degrees of stability. Associational fluency (F ) is quite 

-a 
distinct: it involves producing particular words for specific 
requirements of meaning, i.e., quality rather than quantity of 
word production. ldeational fluency (F.) is the psychological 

-1 

equivalent of Wat the level of ideas, i.e., rapid production of 
ideas fitting a given specification. Expressional fluency (F ) 

- e 
involves finding the suitable verbal expression. There is over
lap, of course, between these factors, particularly F and -a 
F , but while W and F appear to be relatively pure ability 
-e - -a 
factors (based, perhaps, on accumulated specific verbal learn
ings) , both F. and F appear to have broader manifestations 

-1 . - e 
(see Pawlik, 1966) .. Since F. is more clearly identified and 

- l 

(present evidence indicates) has broader implications, it will 
be studied here .. 

The.fluency factors have orectic correlates,as one certainly 
would expect. Pemberton (1952b) found that "people scoring 
high on word fluency rated themselves as socially outgoing, · 
energetic , implusive, expansive, generous and unsystematic 
(p. 174)". Pemberton recognized that these surface charac
teristics in self-evaluation are represented by Cattell's F 
(Surgency) factor from questionnaires (cf. the description of 
Ft as enthusiastic, heedless, happy-go-lucky, talkative, 
cheerful, frank, expressive, reflecting group values, quick, 
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and alert given by Catte ll , Eb er and Tatsuoka, 1971, Po 87). 
P awlik (1966) and Horn (1 974) have also pointed out the evi
dence that F and Cattell ' s F a r e re 1.a ted. 

-e -
b. Cr eativity 

. No "cognitive control "or "cognitive s tyle" appears to have 
b een found as a further ''link' ' between fluency and the tem
perament traits mentioned bel ow. However , it is evident . as 
Horn (1 974) points out, that the fluency factors mentioned di
r ectly above (pa rticula rly F . and F )ar e indicants or compo-

- 1 -e 
nents of crea tivity. 

Horn (1 974) a lso points out that the same kinds of self-rat
ings and r a tings by others tha t correla te with fluency mea
sures also correlate with c rite rion judgments of c r eativity 
and measures of creativity based upon life works (Barron. 
1957; Cattell and Drevdahl , 1955 : Drevdahl and Cattell , 1958 ; 

Reid , King, and Wickwire, 1959). Indeed, variables pa rticula rly 
related to F. and F and al so to various ly asses sed c r eativity 

-1 -e 
have been ver y prominent objective t e st marke r s for Cattell ' s 
U. I. 21 (Exuberance ). 

c . Exube r ance 

U. I. 21 (Exuberance) has been identifi ed in mor e than 10 
studies with adults and four with children. Typical markers 
a r e greater verbal fluenc·y on topics, mor e objects drawn in 
dr awing completion, mor e hidden objec ts seen , b ette r im
m ediate mem or y and faste r speed of judgm ent. Obvious ly, the 
patte rn inc ludes fluency measures, particula rly fo r F .. Cat-

-1 

tell (1957) s uggested that , ' 'it is a kind of mental power ( out
put overtime) -- seemingly not m er e ly lack of r est raint--tha t 
should have wide consequences. It r epresents some kind of 
ener gy and impetuous ness present in people who succeed in 
a life of action (but evidently not academ ically!)- - as a Church
ill or a J ohn Paul J ones -- mor e tha n othe r s of the s ame in
t elligence (p. 248). " The major hypothesis has b een that U. I. 
21 +- i s a form of ner vous ener gy, perha ps ' ' tied closely to high 
general ac tivity of the central ne r vous system, sensitivity of 
the sympathetic nervous system , and in part icula r to metabo-
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lie r a te" that i s modified by the fa mily with age (Hundleby, 
Pawlik, and Cattell , 1965, p. 193). It has app rec iable c onsti
tutional det ermination, but declines s teadily with a ge (see 
Mer edith, 1966). 

Exuber ance correl a tes with F, surgency, in the question
naire doma in. The self- evaluative c harac teri zation of the high 
U. L 21+ individual therefor e inc ludes enthusiasm , e ne r gy, 
dominance , and excitability, tra its ofte n associa t ed with high 
ideational fluency. 

In this section , it is briefl y s uggested that the r e is a third 
stylis tic nexus identifiable from r ela tions hips between cogni
tive a nd t e mpe ramental t raits, Rathe r than ultimately involv 
ing an epis tem ological concern for r a tional cons istency (cf. 
Part 1) or empirical ve ridicality (cf.Pa rt 2), this nexus of en
e r getic c r eativity and tempe r amental exube r ance may b e r e 
pres ented in an epis t e mol ogical orientation towar ds analogies 
and metaphors. Thus, Royce's (1974) "epis te mic s tyles" 
(r ationalism, e mpiric is m . and metaphorism) appear to r epre 
sent la r ger dimensions r evealed in the s tylis tic r ela tions hips 
of cognitive abilitie s and te mperam ental tra its. 

Summary and Conclus ion 

In Part 1, the pe r ceptual ability, fl exibility of c losure i s 
linked with the te mperament tr ait of Independence (U. L 19) 
and the cognitive s t yl e. ''fi eld articula tion" . Persons' ability 
to find figure s in e mbedding contexts, their ability t o r eason 
through proble ms or jus tify solutions, a nd the i r r e la tively 
mor e dominant, · aloof , distant, imagina tive t emper a m ent are 
linked by the suggestion that thes e tra its all represent a r e 
latively analytic , rationa l , independent styl e , an adaptive s t ra
tegy comparabl e to a defense mechanis m. 

In part 2. the pe r ceptual ability, spee d of closure is linked 
with the t e mpe r a m ent tra it of Inhibition (U. I. 17) and the cog
nitive control "extens ivene s s of scanning''. Per sons' pro- -
clivity to slowly form figures oufof e mbedding contexts , their 
slowness in inducing solutions or discovering certain facts in 
the pre s e nce of other possibilitie s , and their r e latively mor e 
controlled , ''thinking-befor e-acting' ' , di spassionate, doubtful 
te mperament are linked by the suggestion that thes e traits all 
represent a relatively broad attentiveness a nd intens ive, con-
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centrating and exacting attitude towards the world. This is 
cha r ac te rized her e by a r elatively serious , intense , inhibited 
style , w~ich appears to extend into the defense mechanism of 

-isolation (with obsessions and compuls ive behavior s ). 
In part 3, various fluency factors a r e linked with the tem

pe r amental trait Exuber ance (U. I. 21 ). P ersons ' gr eate r pro
duction of appropriate ideas or appropriate ve rbal expres
sions fo r ideas (ideational and expressional fluency, r espec 
tively) and the ir r ela tively more expans ive , confident. opti
mistic, surgent, ene r getic, enthusia stic, and ale rt disposition 
a re linked by the suggestion that thes e tra its all r epr esent a 
r elatively ' 'exube r ant'' temper amental trait . 

Underlying these three cognitive- te mperamental styles, 
distinct epistemic orientations are suggested: namely . r a 
tionalism. empiricis m , and me taphorism r espectively . 

It was the purpose of the for egoing patchwork- like r eview 
to show how prima facie divergent labor a tories conceal s trong 
substantive and theore tical s imilarities unde r their methodo
logical differ enceso Thes e similarities can only be r evealed 
through more broad-bas ed multivariate work (e .g. , Ga rdne r 
et al. , 1960). As r ecent r eviews of the vast liter ature on " cog
nitive styles " point out (e. g. , Klein et al. , 1967: Wiggins , 
1968), the re is a vita l need for multivariate work to alleviate 
the ' ' ins trument-bound" r estric tions of much conventional 
personality theor etic r esear ch. P ast efforts to uncover s truc 
tura l ass ocia tions a mong pe r sonality traits and to establish 
the nature of those associations in terms of " s tyles" of func
tioning, with few exceptions (e.g., French, 1965) , have been 
quite ''ins trument bound" and the r efor e neces sar ily som ewhat 
supe rfic ial (see Wardell , 1974). 

Catte ll has long insisted that r esearch must a void these 
pitfa lls. For example , with r egard to pa rt 1 of this pape r , he 
s ta tes : 

' ' (T )he s tudy that r eally needs to be done is one adminis tering, 
say, two or more Wi tkin te s ts ; at least a six- s ubtest 0 - A Bat
te r y for U. I. 19; and the 16 P . F. The hypothesis would be tha t 
the firs t two, and the A-, E - , M- , N- , Q

1 
- , and Q2- primar ies 

from the 16 PF marking QIV will appea r on the same fac tor . 
The other P . F . primar ies a nd any other unr elated tests select
ed are to constitute hype r plane stuff. The ques tion c an then be 
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asked whether the Witkin tests demonstrate a distinct factor or 
are wholly absorbed into U.I. 19 as was Thurstone's early de
monstrated set of variables for this pattern. Then we may ask, 
if the fir s t seems to occur , whether the extra variance is s im--ply a non-personality perceptual instrument factor .•. or whe-
ther, indeed, perceptual independence is not a redundant con
cept. .. " (1969, p. 866). 

A more comple t e statement on the theoretical r elationships 
between styles and well-established factors in the cognitive 
and affective domains is in progress . 

Footnotes 

1. This paper was partially supported by a Canada Council 
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at the Center, directed by Dr. J. R. Royce. Comments and 
criticisms by members of the Center are gr a t efully acknow
ledged. 

2. Written while the first author was partially s upported by· 
Canada Council Doctoral Fellowship W72- 5944. 

3. As Pawlik (1966) shows, there has been considerable dispute 
about the identification of R (Reasoning) relative to Induc tive 
and Deductive reasoning. Various identifications of these fac 
tors are still in doubt. 

4. The inte r correlations are about . 30- 040, not high enough for 
direct inte r c hangeabil ity . of measures, but grounds for a 
stable factor structure (see Arbuthnot, 1972). 

5. Although Ga rdner et al. find very small correla tions between 
tests of fi eld articulation and test s of reasoning abilitie s , 
their factor s of field articulation (Factor I) a nd reasoning 
(Factor III reflected and probably Factor IV) correlate abo~t 
.50 (see their Table 22). 

6 Unlike some n1easures of field articulation (see Jackson, 
1957; Elliot, 1961 ). scanning tests do not appear to be relat
ed to conventional intelligence measures (e.g., Holzman, 
1966). Scanning was not included in Gardner et ~o's (1960) 
c l assic study of this problem 
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE COMMON FACTOR SPACE OF 
SOME WELL-KNOWN QUESTIONNAIRE SCALES: THE 

EYSENCK EPI, THE COMREY SCALES AND THE IPAT 
CENTRAL TRAIT-STATE KIT (CST) 

Keith Barton Raymond B. Cattell 
University of California,Davis I.R.M.A. ,Boulde r ,Colorado 

Introduction 

In the domain of measurement of personality by question
naire, the last decade has been one of integration. At least 
among the designers of factored scales, if not among others, 
there have been attempts systematically to discover the com
mon factor space and the r elative standing of the various 
scales therein (Cattell, 1973; Comrey & Duffy, 1968; Derman 
& Harman, 1973; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1968). 

The theory explicitly set out and documented in detail in 
Cattell 's recent survey., (Cattell, 1973) is that if one starts 
with the most comprehensive of presently possible pe rsonali-

. ty sphere item samplings from normal behavior one will fin
ish with a dimensionality of 23 primary factors. With items 
covering also pathological behavior, the space goes up to 28 . 
factors or more (as set out in the Clinical Analysis Question
naire , Cattell & Sells, 1974). Secondly, the theoretical posi
tion supported by the data survey presented is that the normal 
primaries yield eight to ten secondaries (second order fac
tors), according to whether 16 or 23 primaries are encom
passed in the foundation. Thirdly, it states, regarding Eysenck 
(EPI) and Comrey factors , that the scales built for them are 
really approaches to second order factor measures. They are 
"approaches", not exactly to be aligned with the true second 
orders derivable from the 16 PF because they use the short
cut of underfactoring (Eysenck) or starting with variable 
scores th8:t approximate to subjective definitions of the pri- · 
mary factors (Comrey). By neither of these approaches would 
one expect rotation to be able dependably to place the second 
order factors. 

The twenty or more r esearches supporting the 23 primary, 
8-10 secondary factor theory of structure have been fully col
lated elsewhere (Cattell, 1973). The bridging researches to 
Eysenck and Comrey scales, and the clarification of trait and 
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state fac tor r ela tions in this area are set out in three articl es, 
of which this is the first. (See Cattell & Barton). The pres ent 
artic le ;responds to the que stions : (a) When the 16 PF, Ey 
senck (E PI), and Comrey scales are fac tor ed together , is the 
fac tor indeed in the neighborhood of 23, a s theorized above, 
_or at three as Eys enck suppos es, or nine as Comrey argues? 
(b) If s o, do the E PI and Comrey scal es come out as clear 
pr imar ies, as their authors s uppose, or a re their loadings 
spread ove r s everal primarie s a s the above theor y tha t they 
a r e second orders would r equire? The s econd a rtic le (Cattell 
& Ba rton) will then examine the r elative validity, for measur
ing the second orders, of the EPI, the Comrey Scal e, and the 
Cor e Tra it- State Kit of Barton, whic h introduces s cales for 
measuring all eight second o rder s in the 16 PF primar ies. 

Procedure 

The Tests 
The 16 PF Factor s: The prima r y personality factor s from 

Cattell ' s s urvey wer e each m ea s ured by two variables (forms 
A and B of the 16 PF)-- two va riables being the absolute mini
mum for defining a common fac tor if it s hould exis t. In psy
c hological m eaning these prima ries are facto r A, affectia; B , 
intelligence; C , ego s trength; E , dominance; F , surgency; G , 
s uper ego; H, parmia; I, pre msia; L , pret ens ion; M, autia; 
N, s hrewdness; 0 , guilt proneness; Q

1
, r adicali s m ; Q

2
, self-

suffic iency; Q
3
, self-sentiment ; and Q

4
, er gic tension. 

The E PI Factors : The E·PI provides measures of E (extro
version), N (neurotic ism) and L (a lie scale). 

The Co mrey P er sonality Scales: The CPS provides mea
sures on the following ten scales: V (validity). R (r esponse 
bias), T (trust), 0 (orderliness) , C (social conformity), A 
(activity), S (stabil ity) , F (extr over s ion), M (masculinity) , P 
(empathy), i.e. eight personality factors and two " distortion" 
scor es. 

T he IPAT Adult Exvia -Invia (AEI) and the IPAT Adult An
xiety Scale (AAS): These were added to test the extent to 
which the stacking of the variables with several second order 
measures (there would now be three di rec t representatives 
of exvia: Eysenck's E, Comrey'sE,andthe IPAT Exvia scale) 
might or might not impede the a ntic ipated resolution into pri -
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maries. The IPAT anxiety scale in particular has been in use 
as a second order scale for years, and its second order vali 
dity in relation to other scales is well known (Spielber ger . 
1972). Furthermore. both of these !PAT scales have a trait 
and a state m easure (20 items in each) which are relevant to. 
the domonstration of the separateness of state and trait in the 
examination of the Core Trait State (CTS) Kit in the third a rt
icle mentioned above (Barton & Cattell , 1974). 
The Subjects 

One hundred s ixty- seven unde r graduates at the University 
of Illinois volunteer ed to take the personality tests. These 
Ss wer e paid $2 per hour for their time and as an added in
centive all were promised some feedback as to the nature of 
their scores. 

Method 

The b attery of tests was given to each S over 3-1 / 2 one
hour sessions spaced over two days. Subjects were encourag
ed to complete the tests at a r ate that was comfortable to 
them. With the exception of the s ta te scales (which had to be 
fully completed during one session) , Ss were allowed to leave 
befor e completing a whole test and to-finish it at a later ses- . 
s ion. This procedure was adopted b·ecause the total testing 
time for all tests came to approximately 3-1 / 2 hours for 
most subjects. 

Following completion of the tests. all were scored ac
cording to their manual scoring descriptions , providing a to
tal of fifty - one variables; 32 16 PF scor es, 3 EPI scores, 4 
!PAT AEIS scor es, 2 IPAT AAS scores and 10 CPS scores. 

These 51 scale scores wer e then intercorr elated. Unities 
wer e first inserted and the resultant latent roots (e igen val 
ues) plotted. A Scree test on this plot indicated pretty clear
ly that 23 factors s hould be extracted (see Figure 1 ). Inci
dentally, by no test we have tried (K-G. Joreskog) would the 
number of factors come anywhere near the 3 of Eysenck or 
t·he 8 of Comrey. 

The communalities were now determined by iterating the 
factor analysis to give an exact 23 factor solution. Rotation 
was pursued by two methods, first, for speed, by a Procrus
tes solution targeting the first 16 factors as 16 PF factors 
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and secondly by a maxplane solution. In both cases we pro
ceeded beyond the automatic program solution by a Rotoplot 
procedure (Cattell & Foster, 1963) . They converged suffici
ently for us to do the polishing on the former only , and on this, 
the usual improvement in the .10 hyperplane count was re- . 

. corded until an unimprovable plateau was reached. This oc
curred after 18 hand r otations when the hyperplane count for 
the .10 range r eached 80.05%. The statistical significance of 
this simple structure is by the Bargmann test P< .03, and by 
the new Cattell-Finkbeiner test P<.05. 

Results 
The factor pattern for the 23 factor-51 variable factor ana

lysis is shown in Table 1. The intercorrelations of the 23 fac
tors are shown in Table 2. 

Except for the 16 primaries of the PF which in only one of 
the 32 scales fail to show the appropriate s ignificantly loaded 
marker ( oddly enough an intelligence scale) the structure of 
these scale~ is somewhat complex. Eysenck's E spreads a
cross two factors ( F and H, b oth appropriately primaries in 
the second order exvia factor), and his L scale across 5! Six 
of the ten Comrey scales have significant loadings on two or 
more primaries. The IPA T anxiety state scales fall on a fac
tor other than the primaries involved in usual second order 
trait pattern (C-, H- , 0 , L, Q

3
, Q

4
). Eysenck' s anxiety (neu-

rotic ism) scale seems to be largely the primary, O, guilt 
proneness, but it w~uld be premature to conclude anything 
about its total _ validity against the full second order anxiety 
factor until the second order analysis of the present primaries 
is presented (Cattell & Barton). 

Footnote 1 
Use of a Procrustes target matrix has sometimes been cri

ticized (Cattell, 1973) on the grounds that even when the 
"actual" structure is not similar to the target structure this 
progr·am will impose the target structure anyhow. However, 
as Hakstian, Schoeneman, and other s have shown, Pr ocrustes 
is not capable of fitting any Vo to any Vrs, and when a far
fetched attempt is made the fact is evident from very large 
correlations among the factors. As Table 2 s hows, the cor
relations among factors in this solution remain between small 
to moderate, thus indicating that our use of the Procrustean 
technique has merely shortened our rotation time without dis
torting the ''true" structure. 
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T:i.ble l 
Primary Factor Pattern* 

- F A C T O R S -
Variables l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

l 16 PF A .89 -01 -07 06 -07 00 05 >10 06 06 00 06 01 05 - 09 - 03 05 05 -.10 04 02 o<:> -05 
2 Form A B -02 ,QO 02 . 04 03 05 05 -01 05 -.10 05 04 -06 u., . 0 1 04 UL uo U'+ -Ob uo U!:! - UJ. 

3 " C 01 03 .65 06 02 001 06 01 02 -.12 05 07 1. 0 02 02 06 45 08 23 01 -02 07 U'J' 

4 ti E OA OA n'- c;n OQ nc;. nf.. n,, ~ n11 -o,; -LO 01 03 nt.. -ut, , uo U j '+) Of Uj - ..1.L 

5 " F Ob. 07 . nc; lb. t,.c; 07 nc;. .10 .22 1 c; , 01 -11 09 - 01 01 .16 130 -90 10 12 .23 02 04 
6 II G 12 07 19 09 . 1 n . ,n -01 no1 03 -12 08 .18 -03 -07 . 24 002 - 02 - 03 06 02 -.1 9 47 01 
7 " H n,. OQ ?/, ?n l'\1 -1'\Q 7Q ?2 .n, l'\7 n, (\/, 07 - 08 .13 -06 - 02 03 01 07 04 - 01 03 
8 " I n, f\? n, (\(.. -1'\7 OQ 11 R'i (\(\ -07 O'i nt.. - 07 f\A 09 -02 01 -07 02 - 02 - 05 01 .10 
9 ti L 24 n, _,c;. Lo.? .nc;. -1'\l. .12 -12 .24 .15 nn -06 07 05 03 -05 . 13 001 -08 03 . 32 06 -07 

10 ti M .n, (\(.. - 0 1 01 - 11.. 01 Ol n1 -QA ,6Q n,;; - 01 10 02 -05 06 -02 -00 01 .24 .13 -08 -06 
11 ti N nn nc; ,. c;. - lb. .ni:i (\(\ .12 06 04 02 .12 . 13 .04 -44 . 03 .20 . 32 02 07 06 - 02 OS 06 
12 

,, 
0 -.11 - 04 .34 -03 .32 -01 01 ,11 08 - 03 - 05 .45 04 -10 .27 -05 .32 03 -.11 .07 - 09 01 04 

13 II 
Ql 07 04 04 - 03 .14 01 ' 01 04 02 .30 .12 . 11 .64 OS 09 -.13 05 08 -44 -03 .01 07 - 01 

14 " Q2 07 -03 -.14 07 -55 08 01 01 06 01 -.14 -.10 07 . 71 08 .11 07 01 04 -03 OS -02 .26 
15 " Q3 .11 . f\A .22 07 -OQ .12 02 18 .15 .12 - 03 .11 01 02 .45 .14 00 00 04 .13 09 42 05 
16 II 

Q4 -.10 . 16 -.33 .10 .31 -.14 ' .08 - 01 05 -12 03 62 .15 03 06 .26 -02 - 06 09 .16 -.13 08 .32 

17 16 PF A .69 01 09 04 07 08 03 .12 . 11 04 01 05 07 -01 .16 05 Ol - 01 .17 06 03 -.15 05 
18 Form B B 02 .09 04 09 -04 01 -02 - 06 -.10 02 -03 - 04 - 02 00 -05 . 10 - 03 63 01 .12 -07 04 06 
19 

,, 
C 01 -.11 .21 04 01 07 03 -09 -.10 02 . 11 -/.+2 -.11 01 06 .16 02 02 -01 .11 02 -.lJ 02 

20 II E - 07 -04 07 .61 .18 -03 39 -02 .11 08 04 -05 .16 -04 02 05 01 02 02 06 -02 Dl 04 
21 ti F 05 .10 ,10 -05 .76 .11 07 09 -04 06 04 04 .12 04 02 -.10 02 03 -oo 06 04 06 .13 
22 G -07 .17 .23 03 01 .25 .15 01 -.11 -45 07 .23 -04 04 .60 -.10 02 -.11 05 08 .10 -09 02 
23 H - 09 07 07 06 .15 02 .76 05 01 -01 06 -.14 .14 07 .13 01 05 -05 .15 .12 04 -.10 04 
24 I -01 02 - 09 01 -02 02 .14 .69 .14 07 02 -02 -09 -03 -07 02 03 .20 .15 .14 -48 OS 00 
25 L -01 - 05 03 04 01 02 -06 -03 .52 04 -08 .20 .12 -05 -.10 - 02 07 -06 01 04 .19 .30 00 
26 M -04 09 -06 38 .22 -08 03 .16 - 45 .27 -16 -05 .12 -21 - 01 -.31 04 .10 - 02 .28 09 05 .21 
27 N .14 03 09 .15 .31 -45 04 04 02 06 .34 01 01 03 . 12 00 08 -.10 03 08 -.13 06 40 
28 0 -03 .10 01 -.16 04 .03 -03 00 - 05 -08 -02 .83 .14 06 -27 04 -06 -07 .15 05 - 03 - 02 -03 
29 Ql -.12 00 - 08 - 01 -.14 03 -04 - 02 - 47 .15 .10 -.10 .95 .14 -08 06 36 -.12 05 08 .10 07 03 
30 Q2 -21 -22 -04 .16 06 . 10 -27 .13 .26 02 05 -.14 06 . 29 -05 .13 01 .20 .23 .20 -22 -.11 .14 
31 ti 

Q3 -01 -01 .27 - 00 -05 02 -.11 07 04 00 - 08 - 05 . .43 -.12 .65 02 06 . 09 03 -02 03 05 -02 
32 ti 

Q4 .10 - 09 -44 37 00 - 01 -05 - 05 -06 -05 -01 55 -.16 .10 . 03 . 37 03 03 -02 .00 .18 -09 02 

33 EPI E -n1 02 -.10 -.1 3 52 05 35 - 00 01 -02 -.11 03 -06 05 01 -09 -01 09 04 00 ' . 25 -.14 -.14 
34 EPI N n, n, nn -10 n, OA - 01 .(\l,. -04 07 -06 86 01 03 07 09 -.34 -02 02 .11 00 -08 07 
JS EPI L .14 .24 42 07 00 04 -03 -06 .10 07 51 37 07 -03 05 -39 39 -04 .05 -06 02 05 -01 



Table 1 (cont.) 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

36 AES A s _., ., nn -1 ? -ln 11 - n'l ,:;1 -n'l nc; n/, n1 _,---., --111 -1 c; -IQ 01 • ]l - ·J -n"i U':I 49 flR -TI7 

37 AES A T. -.17 01 -.10 -21 36 08 52 -04 . 13 .22 03 04 -05 09 06 -05 .17 05 . 10 06 .22 08 01 
38 AES B s -05 02 07 -.14 02 - 00 49 -03 01 - 02 .12 .13 -01 -23 01 01 06 03 -02 -05 46 .17 05 
39 AES B T 01 - 01 .10 -10 08 03 63 .16 05 - 07 09 07 .10 - 01 09 -.16 01 . 32 -01 .10 02 08 -.82 

40 AAS A s -.10 .13 .10 04 · 06 .11 -01 01 07 -04 -.10 .14 06 04 .19 02 01 -02 .10 -08 01 08 -83 
41 AAS B s 06 06 .15 -02 06 -08 05 - 08 00 09 05 . 14 00 03 -.10 03 02 -01 -09 07 -Oo 00 -tfli 

-
42 Validity 07 02 -05 . 27 .13 -07 04 01 -02 05 . 11 -.10 04 06 -05 -57 - 03 02 39 03 -03 -.16 03 
43 Response -03 -04 - 02 .11 . 13 04 03 04 .18 -62 76 -14 06 .10 -.13 -14 02 04 07 -10 -01 00 .11 
44 Trust - 01 -09 -03 05 05 - 03 -.10 .11 -31 02 . 18 -.12 -08 04 . 06 -02 .31 - 02 -38 03 - 07 ~37 .Ip 
45 Orderliness -03 09 06 03 05 .18 . 15 . 17 06 07 07 05 -03 01 65 - 02 01 03 -18 . 33 02 42 . 16 
46 Social Conf .14 03 .10 .10 .11 01 02 .30 .21 -25 -18 .12 -46 -06 .25 -07 04 - 02 -08 .18 .12 09 04 

47 Activity 01 - 08 44 . 16 .14 .15 39 -.12 07 .25 03 01 -.18 .10 06 04 00 -06 -.17 .21 .12 09 04 

48 Stability 05 -.13 04 07 03 06 04 .19 -15 -07 -21 -67 .03 .oo -03 .16 .29 -03 -09 .05 -09 Oo -05 
49 Extroversion 04 06 07 .10 -.12 .14 96 01 08 05 -21 03 00 .27 07 06 -08 -02 02 -03 -U7 OJ -07 
50 Masculinity -38 .13 38 . 18 -.12 08 .20 04 00 02 -04 -09 .15 -02 -06 -01 -26 00 -04 -42 07 .ll 04 
51 Empathy .20 .10 04 05 - 01 49 06 .34 .14 09 06 .13 -02 . 15 06 06 03 -.11 08 -00 -.14 .TI) .T7 

*Except for putative variables only loadings ~ .35 are reported . 
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Table 2 
Intercorrelations Among the 23 Factors* 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

l 1.0 12 04 -42 37 14 51 36 -14 01 11 -08 -01 -33 11 29 05 -10 18 02 18 -01 06 

2 1.0 08 - 11 -12 -01 - 16 08 -15 15 02 - 15 -21 . 13 OS 36 14 33 - 26 22 -05 -06 19 

3 1.0 00 12 37 32 -15 -27 44 24 -64 - 19 -14 15 18 OS 18 00 -10 11 02 49 

4 1.0 00 01 -16 -37 27 16 -11 16 36 04 -28 -10 -25 08 00 -09 11 -01 -01 

5 1.0 19 so OS -19 12 -15 -16 -04 - 17 -20 23 18 03 06 - 23 37 -01 12 

6 1.0 30 -02 -21 31 32 -32 -16 -26 -01 06 19 13 -26 05 -07 00 30 

7 1. 0 '17 -24 32 10 -33 -06 -32 02 21 06 -03 13 -11 25 -04 22 

8 1.0 -27 09 03 10 00 -03 -26 14 07 -09 -10 33 03 -18 -13 

9 1.0 -15 -20 30 37 08 -09 -17 -27 -17 04 01 05 -03 -16 

10 1.0 30 -36 08 -07 - 21 12 -15 20 01 -14 02 -31 21 

11 1.0 -16 -15 -11 20 07 -20 12 OS 01 -12 14 -04 

12 1.0 31 03 -18 -20 -10 - 10 10 20 -06 13 -53 

13 1. 0 14 -48 -04 -45 06 17 24 26 -13 -29 

14 1. 0 -11 -19 -01 -14 -24 OS 17 02 -13 

15 1.0 11 22 -08 02 -17 - 26 25 04 

16 1. 0 04 23 09 13 20 06 20 

17 1.0 02 -18 -07 -16 06 22 

18 1.0 -07 02 10 04 31 

19 1.0 -06 OS -03 -08 

20 l. 0 -21 07 - 20 

21 1.0 -01 17 

22 1. 0 -08 

23 1.0 

*Decimal points omitted. 



' Conclusions 

(1) The dimensionality needed for the general personality 
sphere as represented by the 16 PF, EPI, and Comrey Scales 
is best estimated as 23, though with any significant loadings, 
the E PI covers only about 7 and the Comrey Scales about 13. 

(2) Within this space, the first 16 factors are recognizable, 
i.e., clearly marked by marker scal es for , as the usual 16 
PF factors, and both the EPiand Comrey scales have virtually 
all of their loadings within the 16PF space. 

(3) Just what the patterns of the latter loadings mean in 
terms of coincidence with the s econd order factors in the 16 
PF cannot be concluded until the second order analysis of 
Table 2 is presented, but the Comrey scales seem at this 
stage to have more intelligible structure as first order fac 
tors and might not be second orders as we had hypothesized. 

(4) The !PAT state scales for anxiety and exvia-invia re
quire factors for their description different from those for 
the traits , though in the case of exvia-invia part of the state 
variance proves to be trait variance. 
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RELATION OF DIVERGENT-PRODUCTION ABILITIES 
TO VERBAL AND NONVE RBAL IQS 

J. P. Guilfor d 

University of Souther n California 

Abstrac t 

Semantic, diver gent - p r oduction (DP) tests have been known 
to correlate higher with IQS, and to show greater incidence of 
triangular scatte r plots (som e very low DP scores with high 
IQS but no ve r y high DP scor es with low IQS) than do visual
figural tests. The twokinds of DP tests were studied in re 
la tion to both verbal and nonverbal IQS from the Lorge-Thorn
dike scale, Level III, with childr en. Only s light tendencies 
were found for s tronger r e la tions hips be twee fl tests and IQS 
with s imila r contents - -semantic and visual-figural. This re
sult was attributed in part to lack of clear - cut distinction 
made by the two IQS and to possible higher-order factors cut
ting ac ross the four kinds of tests. 

Since methods for assessment of c r eative potential were 
developed during the past quarter century, the question of the 
relation of that hypothetical construct to intelligence has been 
investigated a number of times. Creative potential has usual
ly been represented by one or mor e tests of dive r gent-pr od
uction (DP) abilities. Operationally, the index of intelligence 
has usually been an IQ fro m some standard s ca le. In orde r to 
carry the ope·rational view furthe r , it is more exact to s peak 
of DP abilities rather than creative potential , as appears in 
the title to this paper. 

The immediate occasion for the minor study that led to this . 
report was a finding of Guilford and Christensen (1973). Their . 
investigation followed up an earlier one by Guilford and Hoepf
ner (1966). In th.is earlier study, 45 different tests of DP abi
lities were correlated with IQS from the California T est of 
Mental Maturity, at the ninth-grade level. The aver age cor
relations were .37 for s emantic (ve rbal) tests, and .22 for 
visual-figural DP tests, from a sample of about 200. An ex
amination of the bivariate plots frequently showed an unsual 
form, deviating from the customary e lliptical distribution. 
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The typical deviant pattern was triangular in form. There were 
some low DP scores for students with the highest IQS, un-- -
matched by high DP scores for students with the lowest IQS . 

THE PROBLEM: 

This tendency was more apparent for semantic-DP tests 
than for figural - DP tests , which prompted the hypothesis that 
a low IQ indicates a deficiency of semantic information in 
memory storage, and this puts a n upper limit on what can be 
produced in DP tests, particularly semantic-DP tests. The 
dominance ofsen1antic abilities represented by common IQS 
may account for both the higher correlation with semantic 
DP tests and also the greater incidence of triangular bivariate 
distributions. 

The later study was done with children in grades 4 through 
6. The IQS in one school were derived entir ely from verbal 
tests, and in the other school from the Lorge - Thorndike IQ 
scale, Level III. There were 10 DP tests, 5 semantic and5 
visual- figural , in a battery known as Creativity Tests for 

Children, Form A (Guilford, et al., 1971)
1 

The chief interest 
was the incidence of triangular scatter plots in relation to 
these two kinds of DP tests to the IQs. 

- --In general, the triangular plots did appear quite commonly 
with the entirely verbal IQ. for the semantic-DP tests , but 
not at all for the figural-DP tests. The large-Thorndike IQ , 
however, gave as many triangular plots for the figural tests 
as for the semantic ones. This was attributed in part to the 
fact that there are some visual- figural tests in the Lorge
Thorndike scalec A new study was done in which the L-T ver
bal and nonverbal IQs were treated separately. 

Method 

An opportunity arose incident to the development of Form 
B of the Creativity Tests for Children. There were sufficient 
numbers of children involved who had previously taken the 
L-T tests . at the fourth-grade level , to make possible the 
needed correlational studies. In grades 4, 5. and 6 in the St. 
Lawrence Martyr School in Redondo Beach, California, there 
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were 44, 58, and 49 cases, respectively. 
2 

In grade 6 of the 
Metcalf School at the Illinois State University, Normal. Illi -

nois , there we r e 39 usable cases. 
3 

Such samples are smaller 
than one s hould like for the purpose, yet they provide useful 
information. The data were treated within grade and class 
groups r a ther than in one combined sample, because of sys
tematic age differences in test scores. The uses of IQs as 
measures can be def ended on the grounds that they are known 
to r emain r elatively stable, at l east for two or three years, 
and in their use , chronological age is controlled. 

The Diver gent -Production Tests 

The 11 diver gent-production tests covered all six of the 
structure-of- intellect (SI) abilities in the semantic- content 
area, and all except DFR (divergent production of figural re
lations) in the visual-figural a r ea. The tasks in these tests 
are briefly described as follows: 

Names for Stories: List suggested titles for given short 
stories (for the SI ability DMU- -divergent pr oduction of se
mantic units). 

What To Do With It: List unusual uses for familiar objects 
(DMC- -DP of classes) . 

Similar Meanings: List alte rnative words that mean about 
the same as given words (DMR- - relations). 

Writing Sentences: Given five familiar words. write sen
tences, each containing two or three of those words (OMS--
systems). · 

Pic ture Writing: Draw alternative pic tures that might re
present each of several given words (DMT- -transformations). 

Kinds of People: List occupations or kinds of work that a 
pictorial symbol may imply (DMI- - implications). 

1 The "et al" includes coauthors Paul R. Christensen, Arthur 
Gershon, Sheldon Gardner, and Philip R. Merrifield, in vari
ous tests. 

2For the testing of these children, I am indebted to Sister 
Katherine Sexton, School Psychologist~ 

3 For the testing of these children, I am indebted to Dr. Wil
liam J , Gnagey and Dr. Richard C. Youngs. 
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Make Something Out of It: Given simple forms , such as an 
ellipse, name alternative objects that could be made out of 
them (DFU--visual-figural units). 

Diffe r ent Letter Groups : Given e ight large, capital letters, 
form alternative classes of three lette rs each (DFC). 

Making Objects: Given five simple line forms, combine 
them to make different specified objects (DFS). 

Hidden Letters: Given two somewhatcomplexlinepatterns, 
find and mark within them many capital lette rs (DFT). 

Adding Decorations: Given scenes inc luding common ob
jects, add decorative lines (DFI). 

The score in each of the DP tests is the total number of 
acceptable responses. 

The Lorge-Thorndike Tests 

Examination of the components of the two composites of the 
L-T scale shows that the parts of the Verbal composite mea
sure semantic-cognition abilities. The tes ts and their prob
able SI abilities are : 

Sentence Completion: Select the word among four alterna
tives that correctly fills a blank in a sentence (CMI--cogni
tion of semantic implications). 

Verbal Classification: Find the word that belongs in the 
same class as three given words (CMC). 

Arithmetic Reasoning: Solve verbally stated problems 
(CMS). . 

Vocabulary : A multiple-choice form (CMU). 
The nonverbal tests are not all in the visual-figural cate

gory, as the following desc riptions show: 
Figure Classification: Find the alternative figure that be

longs in the class with three given figures (CFC). 
Number Series: Find the given alternative number that cor

r ectly completes each given series (CSS--cognition of sym
bolic systems). 

Figure Analogies: This test has two kinds of items and 
measures two different abil ities. One kind of item presents 
verbal concepts in the form of pictured objects,. hence it is a 
semantic test, for ability CMR. The other kind of items sa
tisfies the test title, and s hould measure CFR. Thus, unfor
tunately for the purpose of this s tudy, the nonverbal IQ is not 
a variable confined to visual-figural abilities. There is a con-
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founding with semantic and symbolic content. Another desir
able condition is not fulfilled, namely completely parallel 
semantic and visual - figural tests so far as SI products are 
concerned. It should be said that the SI designation of these 
tests can be made with considerabl e confidence, since simi
lar tests have been analyzed a number of timeso The same 
may be said with r egard to the divergent- production tests. 

Procedures 

Two treatments of the data were employed. One is the com
mon step of intercorrelating each of the DP t ests with each of 
the two IQ variables. Where there are definitely triangular
shaped scatter plots ,. the accuracy of P earson r's is in some 
question, of course, for lack of homoscedacity. Dispersions 
of DP scor es are greater at high- IQ l evels than at low IQ le
vels, in the triangular pl ots. Coefficients were computed with
in the four groups separately, then averaged, using Fisher's 
z transformation. The average r for each test had 182 de
grees of freedom , which is the sum of the df s from the four 
gr oups in each case. 

The second procedure was to determine which scatter plots 
wer e triangular. Owing to the smallness of the samples, and 
the low correlations which meant widely scattered cases 
within the bivariate plots, it was not possible to reach confi
dent dec isions, by simple inspection, as to whether each dis
tribution was elliptical (as is conventional) or triangular. A 
new technique was introduced, which al so made the operation 
more objective~ For each of the 88 plots coming from the 
compute r, a straight line was located at the lower margin of 
the distribution, so as to provide a boundary Q This was done 
without knowledge of which test variables were involved. If 
the plot were triangular, this line was horizontal , or nearly 
so. Another line was fitted along the upper-left of the plot. 
This line s.lanted upward, if there were any positive correla
tion at all. If the two bounding lines were nearly parallel. the 
decision was for an elliptical scatter; if the lines definitely 
diverged to the right, the decision was for a triangular spread. 

Two other, even more objective techniques, were tried out, 
but, owing to the r elatively small sampl es, and the scarcity 
of points around the edges of the plots, too much chance was 
apparently involved. The results from these methods were 
the ref ore discarded. 
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Results 

The results from the two utilized procedures are summar
ized in Table 1. The correlations of semantic-DP tests tend 
to be higher with the verbal IQ than with the nonverbal IQ, but 
the difference is not great(. 36 versus. 28). The semantic con
tent in the nonverbal IQ may have reduced the difference. The 
visual-figural DP tests correlate only slightly higher with the 
nonverbal IQ, very likely insignificantly. Tests of significance 
of differences here are precluded because of the fact of vari
ous intercorrelations of the DP tests. 

The incidence of triangular plots is highest for semantic
DP tests as functions of verbal IQ. There were some triangu-- -lar plots for visual-figural tests in relation to verbal IQ and 
apparently equally frequent triangular plots for both kinds of 
DP tests in relation to nonverbal IQ. Again, the semantic con
tent in the nonverbal IQ seems to confound the picture. 

Discussion 

There are other possible reasons why semantic and figural 
DP tests do not behave more differently in relation to the ver
bal and nonverbal IQs than they do. One possibility is that the 
examinees can, and probably do, engage in some translations 
between the two code systems--semantic and figural. This 
might be true, especially, in a test like Make Something Out 
of It. In that test, objects are to be named. Objects are re
tained in memory storage in both codes , and their retrieval 
could be in either or both languages. 

Another reason is that there is much more in common be
tween the two LT IQs than the one common factor of CMR, as 
indicated by an inter-correlation between them. For the four 
groups of this study, that correlation ranged from . 68 to . 73, 
with a mean of .69, which appears to be the normal result. 
Since no other SI abilities seem to be in common, we may 
look to possible higher-order factors. All tests in both cate
gories involve the SI operation of cognition. There may be a 
higher-order cognition factor. In the two lists given earlier, 
there are in common some tests involving the products of 
classes, relations, and systems. We can therefore question 
whether higher-order factors for these three products , re
spectively, made any contributions to the inter-IQ correaltion. 
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The same higher-order factors could apply to some of the DP 
tests, where those products are involved. -

If this kind of study is to be done in the future, it would be 
wise to plan the compositions of the verbal and nonverbal 
composites of cognition tests in a better manner for experi
mental purposes. Ideally, all cognition abilities involved 
should be completely parallel with the DP abilities. This 
would make it possible to do a more refined investigation, in 
which every cognition test can be related to every DP test, 
with parallel and also nonparallel tests. The deficiencies of 
the study reported here indicate again the unwisdom of using 
composite scores of uncontrolled factorial content; too often 
of unknown content. 

For a more comprehensive investigation, there are a third 
and a fourth set of DP abilities--symbolic and be havorial-
to be considered in relation to different kinds of cognition a
bilities. It is also urged that in correlatiohal studies we more 
often give attention to the scatter plots as well as the correl
ation coefficients, a step that has been much less likely s ince 
the coming of the e lectronic computer. 
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